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This is an examination of Governor Rufus B. Bullock and his management of the
state’s convict lease system between the years of 1868-187 1, a period associated with
Radical Reconstruction before the introduction of the “New South” era. Georgia’s
majority black convict population was leased out to private railroad companies under
Bullock’s Administration. They experienced harsh and brutal treatment at times, and
even death. Many were arrested for minor offenses and handed excessive sentences,
which provided a consistent and dependable cheap labor force. This labor resource was
exploited in rebuilding Georgia’s rail system to foster trade. The study uses primary and
secondary sources to ascertain Bullock’s culpability in a penal system so heinous that it
rivaled slavery itself.
Bullock abandoned the ideals of the Republican Party, which advocated liberty
for all men, and acquiesced to the principles of industrialism and capitalism, clinging to
the tenets of “free labor” at the expense of Georgia’s newly freed slaves. The
implications of this study point to why Reconstruction failed and it excavates the etiology
of contemporary penitentiary trends.
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CHAPTER 1
THE ANATOMY OF A RADICAL GEORGIA GOVERNOR
He [Bullock] would not jeopardize his social position to Jlght a battle he could not win.
Although he always appealed jbr racial justice, he placed business first and continued to
hope that prosperity would bring change. ‘—Russell Duncan.
Introduction
It was a volatile period for Georgia Politics during Radical Reconstruction. The
prostrate state, still full of seething ex-Confederates, witnessed the handing over of its
executive reins to a fiscally liberal Northern businessman from Albion, New York. The
Governor had a vision to bring equality and prosperity to the state at a time when
agrarianism was on the decline and industrialism began to emerge as a viable and
necessary option in an economically depressed region. He sought to change the
economic complexion of the state by repairing and expanding its demolished railroad
system to foster interstate trade and commerce. This epoch in Georgia’s history brought
along with it corruption, fraud and extravagant spending by Northerners and newly
elected Republicans.2 Moreover, it advanced the re-enslavement of many African
Americans through convict leasing. Governor Rufus B. Bullock is the symbol of this
volatile and complex period—personified. An historical analysis on convict leasing
reveals that Radical Republican Governor Rufus Bullock acquiesced to the horrors of the
lease system and used black convict labor to help restore wealth in the state of Georgia
through railroad construction, during Radical Reconstruction between 1868 and 1871.
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Bullock’s entry into Georgia politics seemed capricious at best. He never
thought about a career in politics, but because of his business influence in the state, he
shortly found himself available. During Congressional Reconstruction, it was mandatory
that the former Confederate states “hold a referendum and select a delegate” for each
state’s convention.3 The purpose of the 1867-1868 convention was to write a new state
constitution. Because of Bullock’s prominence in the state of Georgia, he was elected as
a delegate to the convention with no resistance. He was best known as the president of
the National Bank of Augusta, as president of the Southern Porcelain Manufacturing
Company, and as a successful businessman and city councilman.4 Involving himself in
politics made his economic and business vision for the state and himself more attainable.
At the constitutional convention, clearly Bullock saw the opportunity to grasp the highest
office in the state to propagate his passion for free labor now that slavery had ended.
Since his predecessor and fellow Radical, Thomas Ruger, initiated the first two convict
lease contracts, one in April and another in July of 1868, Bullock must have seen the
potential in the continual exploitation of convict labor for his railroad plans.5 As the
convention continued, he saw the possibilities of his railroad scheme coming to fruition,
particularly when many Democrats refused to show. They repudiated Washington’s
Reconstruction plans.
The Democrats’ strategy failed. Most Democrats decided to forgo sending any
delegates to the convention as a symbol of solidarity and resistance against the federal
government.6 After all, they believed that the Reconstruction plan was illegal and
perhaps believed that Georgia would retain the status quo. The 1867 Reconstruction Acts
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allowed blacks to vote, along with ex-Confederates who decided to take the amnesty
oath re-establishing allegiance to the United States. Bullock and the Republicans
capitalized on the Democrats’ failure to vote. The Republicans wasted no time at the
convention and hastened to address their intentions for a new South.
The Republicans immediately set the tone of the convention. Foster Blodgett, the
temporary chair of the convention, emphasized the Party’s platform of equal rights,
justice and education for all. Blodgett framed this platform in the context of free labor.
He stressed that emancipation was here and slavery was no more. Blodgett emphasized
the importance that all races work together.7 Bullock adopted these principles for his
campaign. Once Bullock became the first postwar Republican governor of Georgia, he
lost no time initiating his economic plan for the state. Shortly after, he exploited black
convict labor in an effort to stabilize the state and increase revenue. What distinguished
Bullock from his predecessors is that he decided to farm out the entire penitentiary to
lessees to expand the state’s railroad system.8
Before politics, Bullock was a successful businessman in the telegraphy and
railroad industries. In 1859, Bullock was coaxed away from the American Telegraph
Company and hired by the president of Adams Express Company after the two merged.
Many were impressed by his business savvy and adeptness. Bullock was sent to Augusta,
Georgia to expand business in the region. Augusta, then, was a town full of white
Northern entrepreneurs. Albion, New York where Bullock grew up was a vast contrast to
the emerging Southern metropolis. In 1850, Albion only had two African Americans
living within its city limits. One third of Augusta’s population was African American. In
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1860, of Augusta’s 12,493 inhabitants, almost four thousand were slaves.9 Bullock’s
attraction to Augusta was indicative of his philosophy on economics and race. He
usually mingled with Northern entrepreneurs and other businessmen. However, he often
remained ambivalent when it came to African-Americans and their potential in the South.
His experience in Augusta mirrored his core principles and beliefs, which guided him
throughout his convict leasing activities.
Bullock’s ability to become whatever he needed to be whenever convenient was a
skill that came easily to him. While secession threatened Bullock’s economic prosperity
before the war, knowledge of his Northern upbringing must have threatened the comfort
of white Southerners in Augusta. After the war, he would be accused of being a federal
spy.’° The timing of Bullock’s arrival in Georgia and his Northern business activities
made white Southerners question his allegiance. When it came time for war, because of
Bullock’s opportunistic business proclivities, he adorned the Confederacy’s uniform and
was later handed the title Lieutenant Colonel. Furthermore, after the war, Bullock
secretly helped the Confederates to transport in six wagons $1 .5 million worth of gold
from South Carolina to Augusta. When the gold went missing, “Bullock insisted he had
done his duty and knew nothing of it.”
After the war, Bullock saw opportunities to bring his adopted state economic
prominence through his vision of railroad expansion in an effort to increase interstate
trade in Georgia, but also for his own personal profit. At the time of war “Bullock’s life
thus far had been one of steady progress toward wealth and status. Rather than
interrupting his advance, the war opened doors of opportunity by crushing the slave
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system and promising to replace it with the Northern way of work,” Russell Duncan
stated of Bullock.’2 He pursued wealth for the state as well as for himself through
expanding railroad lines to stimulate Georgia’s economy. He successfully accomplished
this through forced convict labor involving a majority black penitentiary system. He
made this possible during Reconstruction in Georgia, a time in U.S. history when the
Radical’s aim was primarily to balance the socio-economic playing field for newly freed
slaves.’3 This action taken by Bullock, exploiting black labor via railroad expansion
(convict leasing), was antithetical to his “equality and justice for all” mantra expressed
throughout his years in Georgia.’4 This scheme manifested itself in the Georgia convict
lease system. Under Bullock’s administration, many black convicts suffered from over-
exhaustion, harsh whippings, shootings and killings—conditions that were reminiscent of
antebellum slavery.’5 The controversial convict leasing practices, under Bullock’s
administration, experienced an increase in growth and gained wide acceptance among
anti-black sympathizers because of perceived fears of criminal activity. Bullock also
came under extreme criticism throughout his administration regarding his financial
practices and unsavory politics.
Bullock’s early and adult years revealed a complexity that oscillated between his
personal beliefs on race and his voracious business practices that ignored racial equality.
His earlier years obviously played a major role in forming his future identity in business
and politics. Bullock’s upbringing was grounded in Abolitionism. Albion, NY was
recognized for its anti-slavery sentiments and beliefs. His business practices
conveniently crossed political, social and economic lines. He believed that religion and
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education were keys ingredients to successful living for all Americans including
Southern blacks. Yet, he would later exploit blacks to fulfill his railroad ambitions.
Both Volkert and Jane Liza, Bullock’s parents, were heavily involved in local
religious activities in Albion. The senior Bullock served as an officer and as an elder for
a local Presbyterian church for almost fifty years. His mother was a passionate advocate
for education—a family tradition. One of Jane’s brothers became a doctor, the other a
lawyer then a judge. A third brother, Joseph B. Brown became a general in the Union
Army. Volkert immersed himself in business, education and community involvement.
He often promoted the expansion of free schools.’6 Clearly Bullock inherited his
inclination for middle-class living and educational values from his parents. His moral
leaning was rooted in abolitionism; however, he suspended those beliefs when it came to
his convict leasing activities in Georgia.
Before the war, Rufus Bullock went to Augusta to expand business for the Adams
Express Company. During the war, he fought for the Confederacy in uniform and in
business. The Adams Express soon changed its name to the Southern Express Company,
where Bullock was responsible for overseeing the delivery telegrams and checks for
Confederate soldiers. He personally profited from the war. By 1864, Bullock had a total
property value of $22,000. During this same period Bullock also owned seven slaves. In
late 1865 while Sherman was burning down Columbia, South Carolina, the seat of the
secessionist conflict, Bullock secretly transported almost $2 million dollars of
Confederate gold from Columbia to Augusta. Somehow during this trip the gold became
missing.’7
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It is difficult to ascertain whether Bullock fought for the state’s black legislators
out of purely altruistic motives, but Duncan wrote, “in the interests of business, the
Republican party, and justice to the freedmen, Bullock took action.”8 Immediately when
Bullock sat as Georgia’s first postwar Republican governor, he sparred with a hostile
legislature. He believed that roughly forty members of the state’s House members and an
estimated twenty senators were illegally elected because they did not take the oath test.’9
“Under the test oath provisions of July 2, 1862, statue as incorporated into the March 23,
1867, Reconstruction Act and the Fourteenth Amendment, no person who once had
sworn to uphold the Constitution and then had supported the South by arms or aid could
be elected to public office unless the disability was removed by a two-thirds vote of
Congress.”2°Bullock asked for federal enforcement in Georgia. His plan was to debate
this constitutionally by referencing the Fourteenth Amendment. Georgia’s House and
Senate established committees to determine each member’s eligibility. The Senate
reported that all of its members were eligible. However, a small number of black
senators found eleven white members were ineligible. While two of its white members,
Senators John Collier and William Jones, expressed their allegiance to the United States
before the war, they also gave aid to the Confederacy.
Bullock initiated the disqualification proceeding. He had no intention of
including black members. However, in retaliation, on 7 July 1868, W. Nunnally of the
District brought attention to 1st District Senator A. A. Bradley’s eligibility to hold
office. He believed that Bradley should be disqualified because he was convicted of
seduction, a felony, which had taken place in New York in 1861. The black Senate
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members reported that Bradley’s conviction was a misdemeanor, and was recognized as
such under Georgia law. Under this provision, a number of white members would have
to be disqualified as well, according to Conway.2’ On the next day, George Wallace of
the 20th District, Tunis G. Campbell of the 2t District, and A. A. Bradley were included
in the full list of possible ineligible legislators. On 26 July 1868, a resolution was passed
to remove all black members of the state Senate.
The House followed, expelling twenty-five black members by a vote of 83-23.
There were four mulatto members who maintained their seats. According to Conway,
“many Republicans failed to vote against expulsion because they were unwilling publicly
to identif’ themselves too closely with their colored colleagues.” But it was later found
in Bullock’s testimony during a Congressional committee investigation that many of the
House Republican members received letters admonishing them that whoever decided to
vote in favor of black members maintaining their seats should “be prepared to meet their
Maker.” Also many Republicans in north Georgia voted for the expulsion of blacks
because racial prejudice was strong in the region.22 Because of the increase in anti-black
sentiments combined with the emergence of the Ku Klux Klan, many in the state of
Georgia embraced a violent response. On 8 September 1868, Columbus Weekly Sun
responded, “We are opposed to individual violence and lynch law. But in the peculiar
condition of affairs now existing in this State, we should neither be seized with
astonishment or regret if Elder Turner [Henry McNeal Turner] should reach the top of a
tree without climbing.”23 Because of this racially charged climate, Bullock acquiesced to
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the Senate and forwarded the names of runner-ups. However, he did protest the
expulsion of Campbell and Wallace arguing that it was unconstitutional.
Many blacks felt slighted. At the time, blacks concluded that their political allies
seemed to pull back their support for equality and justice for all during one of Georgia’s
most volatile and racial periods in its history. At one point, it appeared that the
Republican Party’s slow action to pass a bill that would bring back the black legislators
was abandoned and many became frustrated and felt powerless. Henry McNeal Turner,
one of the black expelled legislators, stated in a letter “if it is a fact that the party for
whom we have sacrificed everything is going to desert us. . .then it is high time we knew
it.” He added, “thousands have already declared that the Republican Party have led us
into the wilderness and deserted. And the democrats are daily taunting us with it, by
saying, Now where is voni- damned Radical party. Why don ‘t Beast Butler, and old
Sumner come to i’our aide etc. 24
Sympathizers for black suffrage and office-holding did so at their own peril.
Under the then racially charged climate, many whites and blacks died. Two Radical
Republicans from the state of Georgia, Benjamin Ayer and Joseph Adkiris were killed
while traveling from Washington, D.C. to Georgia. These two supported Bullock and his
efforts to re-convene the original legislature of 1868. The 19 September 1 868 melee in
Camilla, Georgia also known as the Camilla Riots resulted in the killing and wounding of
nearly forty Republicans.25 However, after careful deliberation, President Ulysses Grant
agreed to re-convene the original legislators of 1868 and enforced the oath test, the same
proposal that Bullock made before. Consequently, Georgia ratified the Fifteenth
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Amendment late in 1869. Politically, it temporarily transformed the former
Confederate state. The last Georgia black legislator served until 1907 when state laws
began to disfranchise blacks again. But, Russell Duncan’s treatment of Bullock’s efforts
in reseating the original legislature in 1868, which included Georgia’s newly freed
blacks, seems one dimensional. This myopic view of Bullock’s ideological beliefs does
not explain away his owning slaves just before the Civil War and his exploitation of
black convict labor during this same period. In fact, these activities bolstered his image
of corruption and fraud. Perhaps Bullock fought valiantly to restore the original
legislature because he needed lawmakers that would help make his railroad projects come
to fruition. Furthermore, his business relationships were a tell-tale sign of his level of
commitment to go to extreme lengths to accomplish his fiscal goals.
Bullock’s business dealings as governor brought attention to his shortcomings as
well as those of his business partners. It was the company that Bullock kept that revealed
the true intentions of Georgia’s postwar social, political and economic plans. Hannibal
Ingalls Kimball was associated with the Republican Party, but did not consider himself a
Radical Republican. He was an entrepreneur in his own right and shared the same
ambitions as Bullock—to bolster the state’s economy. He was known to be so extremely
persuasive and convincing that many called him ‘a steam engine in breeches.’ Others
said of his personality that ‘the only way to resist him was to refuse to see him.’26
According to Duncan, Kimball’s biographer stated that his ambitious nature exceeded his
finances, but all in all, his intentions were pure. His contemporaries reportedly stated that
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he often operated using borrowed cash and proposed that either he would become
extremely wealthy or fail miserably.
In 1 868, state officials decided that the state legislature needed to move from the
Atlanta City Hall and find a new venue with more space and decided to use Kimball’s
Opera House as the new state capitol building. Bullock provided $54,000 to Kimball for
utilities and furnishings. Soon a scandal broke out regarding whether the governor had
the authority to use state funds in that manner. Bullock argued that this step was
necessary and there had been a myriad of precedents set that were consistent with his
actions. State Attorney General Henry Farrow agreed with Bullock and did not see any
misappropriations. In 1870, the city of Atlanta and the state legislature decided to buy
the Opera House from Kimball for $130,000 in city bonds and $250,000 in twenty-year
seven percent state bonds. Bullock supported the purchase. Even though Kimball repaid
the original $54,000 loan, Democrats pointed out that he failed to mention an outstanding
$60,000 mortgage and accused Bullock of financially benefiting from the transaction.27
This was the result of Kimball’s past business failure and bankruptcy. The debt was
passed on to the city.
The state legislature, under Bullock’s administration, enacted thirty-eight bills
authorizing $8 million in state bonds for Georgia’s railroads. In an effort to qualify for
these loans, railroad “companies had to complete a twenty-mile section of track before
the state would give aid in amounts up to one-third of the total construction costs.” At
the time, Kimball was the president of seven Georgia railroads and was one of the first to
receive aid. He had completed 160 miles of track and “graded” another 100 miles in
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1871. His monthly expenses in supplies totaled $25,000. In addition, he used three
thousand workers on his railroads. Once his railroads failed, the Democrats accused him
of using state bonds illegally for other business opportunities and the Opera House as
well. In 1871, Kimball left Georgia with a debt of S5 million owed mostly banks in New
York.28 He later admitted that he had received state aid before laying a completed
twenty-mile section of track, but insisted that the funds were used to speed up railroad
construction.
In 1871, once the Democrats took office, they immediately “repudiated
$6,709,000 in railroad bonds, mostly held by Kimball, and $2,000,000 in gold and
currency bonds.” Bullock denounced repudiation. He denied partnership with Kimball
and defended his actions claiming to have followed the law. “The public debt increased
by $11,483,400 from $6,256,635 on July 4, 1868, when he took office. Of the increase,
$4,800,000 went for state expenses: railroad bond endorsements made up the rest.”
Bullock did not refute all unaccounted “lithographed” or currency. He conceded that
Kimball illegally continued to use the $250,000 temporary bonds he had received from
the Opera House but refused to admit culpability.29
Another crony from whom Bullock had to distance himself was Edward Hulbert.
Bullock worked closely with Hulbert, who was a supervisor with the Southern Express
Company during the war. He was chief of voter registration for Georgia. Bullock
appointed him superintendent of the state railroad. Although Hulbert, as an executive
with the Western Atlantic Railroad Company, helped to generate money for the state
under Bullock’s Administration, “$20,000 in the state treasury in August and S25,000
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each month thereafter until September 1869, “he was subsequently fired because he
openly disagreed with Bullock regarding blacks having the right to hold office.3° Hulbert
was replaced by Bullock’s friend and ally of many years, Foster Blodgett. When
Blodgett became superintendent, the company already had outstanding debts. He
accused Hulbert of providing a false financial picture of the company. He began laying
off workers, letting the road deteriorate, and not paying bills on time. Blodgett said that
when he took office, almost all of the money had been spent on “payments to contractors,
materials, stock, new iron, rolling stock, motive power and equipment.”
Former Democratic Governor Joseph Brown was another Bullock ally. Prior to
the war, he was an ardent supporter of secession and white supremacy and owned the
Dade Coal Company and Western Atlantic Railroad Company, which later used convict
labor under Bullock’s regime.3 One of his contracts was for twenty-five years, while
traditionally companies opted for five-year leases. What is strikingly noteworthy here is
that shortly after winning the gubernatorial election, Republican Governor Rufus Bullock
appointed Joseph Brown as chiefjustice for the state of Georgia. Bullock selected an
appointee who advocated secession and expressed racist leanings. He was not a
progressive regarding freedom and equality for all men. This was immediately after
Brown switched from the Democratic Party to the Republican Party. These examples are
indicative of the fluidity of politicians and their propensity to sniff out opportunities
involving profit and self-aggrandizement during this period. This environment breathed
corruption, greed and cronyism, which set the scene for Bullock to decide to participate
in convict leasing.
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Before Bullock’s convict leasing activities, practices of exploiting black labor
for profit had been pervasive throughout history. Historically, extracting pecuniary gains
from forced labor had been a longstanding tradition around the world. In Ancient
Greece, slavery “served as an economic function” with the ruling class exploiting its
labor. During the I 700s, the labor of enslaved Africans helped to create capital and
wealth in a new industrial era in Britain, for example.32 Internationally, the British used
slave labor in the creation of capital to rise to economic ascendency through trade.
America was no exception.33 At the end of the antebellum period, the South did not
vacillate in carrying over this same economic model to its financially stricken state
governments. The transformation from an agrarian society to a burgeoning industrialized
economy demanded a free labor system. In its almost half-century of existence, convict
leasing through forced labor was both a mechanism used by Southern governments to
address their financial dilemmas and was also used to pacify their fears of the “barbarous
Negro.” Moreover, convict leasing was funded by Northern financial interests and
propagated by Southern elites for social control, profit and aggrandizement.34
During the Civil War, Southern states lost their penitentiaries due to the
destruction of the sectional conflict.35 The exorbitant costs to replace these systems were
beyond their weakened treasuries. States leasing out convicts to private individuals and
companies was the solution.36 They worked in mines and railroad camps, often being
transported by a “rolling cage,” a wagon that housed convicts in confinement. In some
regions, taxpayers were already overburdened and in essence this was a way to relieve
them of additional costs.37 In political terms, convict leasing was a viable way to ensure
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future support for votes. Moreover, in social and economic terms, this was a
resolution to calm the fears of Southern whites against four million newly freed slaves
who were competing for labor in search of genuine liberty.38 Following the Civil War,
millions of African Americans temporarily walked freely up and down Southern streets.
In an effort to control the geographical mobility of the freedmen, white Southerners
began manipulating the legal system by initiating arrests on small petty charges.
Subsequently, blacks were convicted, which resulted in whites restoring to their
antebellum role of disciplining and financially exploiting black labor all in the name of
modernity, prosperity and wealth. Disciplining blacks was a legacy carried over from
slavery. Only this time, former slaves were disciplined in the penitentiary system, which
was initially created for whites, a seminal shift in penal management.
On plantations, during the antebellum period, slaves were disciplined by
slaveholders according to their perception ofjustice. Courts and prisons were mostly
limited to whites. However, during the postwar period, a shift occurred forcing freedmen
to become reassigned to a justice system that was previously designed for whites. Once
the slaves were emancipated, justice was no longer meted out within the confines of the
plantation. While the Thirteenth Amendment outlawed slavery, it simultaneously left
African Americans prey to frequent arrests for petty crimes. They were left vulnerable to
be convicted and then leased out as forced labor to private companies via the penal
system.39
Many Blacks found themselves re-enslaved because of the enactment of black
codes, vagrancy, and loose contract labor laws, which undergirded the surging population
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of convicts. The South saw the freedmen as an economic threat. In economic terms, if
the freedmen became wage earners, Christopher R. Adamson says, “the rate of capital
accumulation would have declined, thereby imperiling the capitalist basis of agricultural
and industrial production in the relatively backward region.”4° In short, employers would
have to pay blacks wages, which would cut into their profits. Instead many blacks
remained unemployed because of unfair labor practices. As a result, large numbers of
blacks were caught up in a justice system that was all too eager to extract their labor in
the name of modernity. Those blacks without labor contracts were arrested and convicted
as vagrants and then sentenced to slave-like camps in the convict lease system.
The Georgia Penitentiary System was established in the early nineteenth century.
It was a fairly new concept and part of the reform movement. The movement advocated
rehabilitation of each convict, mostly men, before re-integrating him back into society.
The penitentiary mostly housed white convicts until after the Civil War.
Moving the penitentiary from Milledgeville, Georgia’s first capital city became
overwhelmingly popular as a solution to problems related to its day-to-day operations.
The initial idea of leasing convicts and ridding the state of its penitentiary was placed on
hold just before the Civil War erupted.4’ Before the War, punishment was the sole
responsibility of individual counties in Georgia. Not making the state responsible would
have made counties responsible for the costs of housing inmates once again.
The state penitentiary immediately became highly politicized. Georgia governors
used the state penitentiary as a political football during campaigns to leverage votes. The
fact that the penitentiary turned a profit became part of Governor George Walker
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Crawford’s campaign platform during the 1845 election. The penitentiary capitalized
on the wood and iron industries. Although, the penitentiary showed a profit for the state,
it did so with associated problems. For instance, skilled mechanics that were hired to
teach convicts fell short in producing quality work inside the penitentiary, for instance.42
One could only surmise the reason for this anomaly; maybe it was a method to ensure job
security for mechanics. If mechanics showed inmates every aspect of their work
revealing all of their skills, the penitentiary would produce high quality products. If this
happened, convict labor would then compete within a free labor context, beating out non-
incarcerated skilled workers accepting lower wages. But upon closer inspection, the
white convict population was taught skills that could be used after release. They could
have easily reintegrated back into society equipped to make a living with the acquired
skills. However, immediately after the war, the system became increasingly African
American and convicts were relegated to menial work in mines and railroad camps,
which did not require much skill at all.
Once Georgia began leasing its black convicts to private citizens, it brought an
end to the state’s traditional penitentiary system and began an unorthodox era of penal
discipline with “abuses and horrors” which many say rivals slavery itself.43
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine and analyze, from a historical perspective,
Governor Rufus B. Bullock’s role in the Georgia convict lease system from 1868 to 1871.
Bullock’s convict leasing activities will be examined in an effort to uncover the social,
political and economic underpinnings of Georgia’s policies on Reconstruction and race.
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Primarily, this study will examine why Governor Rufus Bullock, a white Radical
Republican, participated in convict leasing, a form of post-bellum slavery. For Bullock
and his Republican Party, freedom and equality for all men had been a longstanding
tenet. They advocated for the eradication of antebellum slavery; supposedly for moral
reasons. For some time revisionists have set the stage for a discourse regarding
Republicans and their true motives for supporting the demise of slavery. Following with
this paradigm, Bullock and convict leasing deserve close examination. Free labor was
cheaper than slavery and the Republican Party was filled with businessmen and
entrepreneurs who were ideologically against the slave aristocracy more than slavery
itself. “[Republican ideologies] rested on a commitment to the northern social order,
founded on the dignity and opportunities of free labor, and to social mobility, enterprise,
and ‘progress,” wrote Eric Foner.44 It was all about maintaining their interests. It is
within this context that Bullock and his convict leasing activities will be examined.
Statement of the Problem
In the only major study regarding Rufus B. Bullock’s business and political
career, historian Russell Duncan examines his fraud and corruption case, which dealt
with the misappropriation of state bonds to railroad companies during his tenure as
Georgia’s first postwar Republican governor. But he fails to discuss Bullock’s intimate
ties to Georgia’s convict lease system and its economic and social implications during
Radical Reconstruction. In Entrepreneur/br Equality: Governor Rifiis Bulloclç
Commerce, and Race in Post-Civil War Georgia, Duncan wrote “Bullock stood out
manfully for change. When forced to decide if his own political and economic career
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mattered more than racial justice, Bullock opted for the latter.”45 In an effort to revise
Bullock’s troubling image as a fiscally irresponsible carpetbagger whose tenure as
governor was mired in corruption, Duncan decided to forego a full examination of his
involvement in convict leasing and brought attention to other aspects of his regime, such
as his desire to increase trade in Georgia to refuel its economy, his support for public
education for all citizens both white and black, his advocacy for equality for all men and
his fight to re-instate blacks in the state legislature during Congressional
Reconstruction.46 But what Duncan failed to confront was the exploitation of black
convict labor throughout Bullock’s tenure as governor.
Bullock’s role in convict leasing is virtually ignored in the Southern
historiography and deserves full consideration. It deserves a complete examination
because ambiguities of the Republican Party’s principles and values resulted in an
unenthusiastic social and economic approach to African Americans after the war. Their
attempt to reconcile the party’s principles of freedom and equality for everyone appeared
disingenuous at best. At the core of their beliefs was its free labor ideology. For
Republicans, their free labor ideology was vitally needed if Reconstruction was going to
succeed. Republicans needed to get Southern states to mirror Northern principles and
values.47 Bullock’s free labor plans for Georgia involved the exploitation of black labor
through convict leasing, a system comparable to slavery. Many under his administration
worked from sun up to sun down. Some where also shot and whipped to death. Bullock
used this labor force to repair and build new railroad lines throughout the state to foster
interstate trade. This economic aspect of Bullock’s administration has been overlooked.
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A close examination of Bullock’s role in the fortification of convict leasing in Georgia
can shed light into understanding the dynamics of politics, race, and labor during this
complex era.
Significance of the Problem
The penal system in the United Stated is despairingly and disparagingly filled
with African American men today. During Reconstruction, as now, blacks were
incarcerated at a higher rate than other ethnic groups. The current study examines the
origin of this trend in the state of Georgia, but more specifically its convict leasing
activities under Radical Republican rule. Governor Bullock abandoned the ideals of the
Republican Party, which advocated liberty for all men, and acquiesced to industrialism
and capitalism, clinging to the tenets of “free labor” at the expense of Georgia’s newly
freed slaves. The implications of this study point to why Reconstruction failed and it
excavates the etiology of contemporary penitentiary trends.
Antebellum slavery exploited black labor. As a result, the South’s economy
flourished. When the secession conflict ended, the South lost its slave labor and
momentarily, its political footing. Immediately after the Civil War, industrialism entered
more fully into the Southern economic lexicon. Southern leaders hoped to achieve the
success that their Northern contemporaries boasted through a free labor ideology leading
toward modernity. After the South lost its labor force, strategic plans were devised to
deceptively reclaim that same labor force to help the South recover economically. This
was particularly the case in the railroad industry in Georgia. This was accomplished by
taking advantage of a loophole within the Thirteenth Amendment, which reads “Neither
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slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party
shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States.”48 The “except as a
punishment for crime” language allowed Southern state governments to reclaim much of
the same slave labor pool during a turbulent political and economic period, where its
agrarian society was quickly supplanted by opportunistic Northern industrialists.
Governor Rufus Brown Bullock’s lofty ambition to help Georgia become a major
player in interstate trade through the repairing and expanding of its railroad system was
realized through convict leasing. Northern Radicals saw free labor practices as the
solution to the South’s economic challenges. However, even as Bullock espoused the
virtues of industrialism and free labor for all men, he helped to create an institution that
was in some ways more heinous than slavery itself.49 Because of Bullock’s industrialist
Northern ideology, he acquiesced to the horrors of convict leasing, at the cost of causing
numerous deaths of black convicts through his railroad expansion campaign.
Bullock managed one of the most atrocious penitentiary systems of the
Reconstruction Era. Contracts that Bullock arranged with lessees worked black convicts
in conditions similar to or worse than slavery. For example, the harsh conditions caused
sixteen deaths in 1870, within a five-month period. Over four hundred convicts died
within the first twelve years of Georgia’s convict leasing activities.50 The similarities
between slavery and convict leasing were remarkable. Slavery was a profitable venture,
as was convict leasing in the South. Slaveholders were in the business of turning a profit
and maintaining economic dominance in the South. Few slave-owners would
intentionally cause the death of their “property.”5’Convicts in the lease system were not
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seen as property as they were during the antebellum period; rather their labor was
deemed a commodity.
The mechanisms that supplied this source of labor vis-à-vis the criminal justice
system under the guise of vagrancy laws and fraudulent labor contracts made recruiting
blacks into the lease system virtually an assurance. It was Bullock’s passion and
ambition to expand Georgia’s railroad system “at breakneck speed” that resulted in these
unspeakable working conditions. It is this study’s premise that black convicts became
dispensable to fulfill the Governor’s economic plans for the state. It was Northern
industrialists’ economic interests that fueled this “one dies, get another” paradigm, which
made convict leasing comparable if not “worse than slavery.”52
Bullock divested himself of the moral debate centered on convict leasing.
Instead, he adopted an economic philosophy for Georgia that would guarantee increased
trade, while jeopardizing the lives of black convicts in the state penitentiary. Examining
Bullock’s convict leasing activities facilitates an understanding of why anti-slavery
whites abandoned their creed of freedom and equality for every man, thereby aiding and
abetting in the failure of Reconstruction. Furthermore, an inquiry glance into why anti
slavery whites abandoned their stance, philosophically, on equality for all men in
exchange for modernity and economic progress can perhaps shed light onto a broader
issue: the legacy of the overrepresentation of blacks throughout penitentiary systems in




Rufus Bullock emerged as Georgia’s first postwar Republican governor during a
time of political upheaval. The South increasingly became industrialized. At the
forefront of profitable industries within the region was railroad construction. Bullock’s
social justice upbringing in Albion conflicted with his rapacious approach to business.
His aggressive pursuit of prosperity would soon pervade his political ideology. Bullock
campaigned on a platform ofjustice and equality for all men. His initial ascendancy into
politics was preceded by his lofty business ambitions in the telegraphy and railroad
industries. He would later lead a number of business endeavors, become city
councilman, and sit as president for a local bank. Central to Bullock’s political nadir in
later years was the state-aid scandal regarding railroad construction. The Georgia
governor partnered with some unsavory men resulting in corruption charges. Although
Bullock was later acquitted, his perceived complicity in the state’s financial woes had
already been cemented into the minds of his opponents.
Bullock often vacillated, choosing economics over social justice. As a Northerner
he traveled south to expand business. Once the war broke out, he resisted his conscience
and sided with the Confederate States of America. He also had a stint as the owner of
seven slaves. Bullock became plagued with the notion of choosing between economic
advancement for Georgia and holding dear to the tenets of his political party that ascribed
freedom and equality for all men. This had become his modus operandi in dealing with
state politics. Bullock’s free labor ideology would help make convict leasing a seemingly
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immovable fixture within the ethos of Southern penology and politics for the next fifty
years.
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CHAPTER 2
RECONSTRUCTION, FREE LABOR AND CONVICT LEASING
The liberals, to be sure, criticized slavery because they believed in the moral goodness of
a competitive society ofJree men, a society in which labor is rewarded with the fruits of
its toil. But they also criticized slavery because they were convinced that free labor was,
for a number of reasons, cheaper to employ. ‘—Kenneth Stampp
Free Labor meant having choices in selecting ajob and, ultimately, the chance to leave
the wage-earning classfor economic setfsufficiency.2—Russell Duncan
Radical Reconstruction was called the “Era of Carpetbaggers.” This period,
according to some historians, was filled with inept and corrupt Northern politicians and
African Americans who wished to “Afrikanize” the South. They intended to turn the
social, economic, and cultural landscape of the South on its head. The charges of looting
and extravagant spending by Northerners were repeated throughout Reconstruction
historiography for generations. Others blamed African Americans for the corruption that
took place in many of the Southern states. This notion seemed to have been concocted by
Southern sympathizers “expressing their disgust,” for Radicals both black and white.3
One observer in Georgia wrote:
[T]t was white men, and not colored men, who originated
corruption and enriched themselves from earnings of the people of
the State from the year 1868 to 1877; that the loss of the State to
the National Republican Party was not due to any unfaithfulness of
the colored people to that party, but to the corruption of these
strange white leaders termed ‘carpetbaggers’. .
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Bullock was categorized by many as a carpetbagger even though he moved to Augusta
one year prior to the Civil War. After winning the governorship of Georgia, he
immediately set in motion the expansion of the state’s railroad system. But with this
plan, he ran into problems that involved funding his project with state-aid bonds. Bullock
was brought up on charges that involved the misuse of those state bonds. He used these
bonds to pay lessees to build railroad lines, but many of the contracts were never
completed. In many cases lessees were paid before the lines were finished. Bullock was
acquitted of fraud, and these cases have since been challenged as bad business practices
rather than outright corruption. Bullock’s railroad ambitions were fueled by his free
labor ideology.
Throughout the war, there were two components to the North’s free labor system.
The first was land “confiscation” during the war from white ex-Confederates. Large
plots of land were broken up into smaller plots and then distributed to former slaves
through the Freedmen’s Bureau. The second component of the Republicans’ free labor
ideology was “year-long” labor contracts, in which freedmen were forced to remain on
plantations growing crops in exchange for wages. Those freedmen who did not accept
the contracts were deemed vagrants and were subsequently punished by the United States
Army. Under the labor contract system, freedmen became “free wage workers with the
same rights, privileges, and opportunities that any propertyless worker in the North had.”5
In a sense they were free wage-earners, albeit they continued to work on plantations for
less than what whites made. They were relegated to the same tasks as before during
slavery; blacks continued to remain the symbol of a lower-class of propertyless people.
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Some African Americans had the opportunity to own land, but not for long.
Landowning freedmen were a short-lived phenomenon after President Andrew Johnson
nullified the wartime land grants during the summer of 1865. Of the two components of
the free labor system, only the labor contract system remained. The Republican’s free
labor ideology at this point became somewhat ambiguous. They were dedicated to the
principles of free labor for free men, but the very basis of the Republican’s labor
contracts punished the freedmen by subjecting them to unfair labor practices. As a result
blacks were arrested for vagrancy if they did not comply. Furthermore, the Republicans’
contracts and free labor system emboldened the antebellum slave-like racial practices,
placing blacks back on plantations as field hands working for unscrupulous white
landowners.
The Northern ideology of free labor was adapted to the South for pecuniary gain.
There were advantages to the principles of free labor. Free labor sparked competition
and competition led to industrial growth. Free Labor was cheaper than slave labor. It
was cheaper to hire a day laborer than to maintain slaves year after year. 6 Free labor was
cheaper than slavery because agricultural work was seasonal and employed blacks
intermittently throughout the year. Slavery, on the other hand, resulted in incurring costs
for laborers needs: food, clothing, etc annually. The Republicans were against slavery
because they were convinced that, morally, when a society of free men competes, they
reap the financial and spiritual benefits that come along with hard work and discipline.
However, in the same vein, they were highly critical of slavery because “they were
convinced that free labor was, for a number of reasons, cheaper to employ.”7 It was this
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ideology that led many blacks to seek political allegiance to the same group that would
simultaneously exploit their labor, thus marginalizing their inauguration into a separate
sort of freedom; freedom that was hardly free. The Republican Party’s Abraham Lincoln,
in a speech prior to the war, espoused the benefits of free labor:
Free labor has the inspiration of hope; pure slavery has no hope;
the power of hope upon human exertion and happiness is
wonderful; the slave master himself has a conception of it, hence
the system of tasks amongst slaves; the slave whom you cannot
drive with the lash to break seventy-five pounds of hemp in a day,
if you task him to break a hundred and promise him a wage for all
over, will break you one hundred and fifty. You have substituted
hope for the rod, and yet perhaps it does not occur to you that, to
the extent of your gain in the case, you have given up the slave
system and adopted the free system of labor.8
Bullock did not fully agree with Lincoln’s assessment of free labor. Certainly, if he had,
he would not have considered convict leasing as a viable option for his railroad expansion
plans. Paying wages to free blacks would have been counterproductive for Bullock.
Indeed, labor outside of slavery was cheaper, but also the sentiment in the South during
this period was that African Americans would not work unless under compulsion.9 It was
this belief together with Northern financial interests in collaboration with the South’s
enactment of black codes between 1865 and 1866 that led to the exploitation of black
convict labor and the horrors that emerged from it.
The historiography on free labor, convict leasing, and Rufus Bullock shows the
vast social, political and economic complexities of the Reconstruction period. Scholars
like Eric Foner, W.E.B. Du Bois, Edward Ayers, and Russell Duncan helped shape the
discourse on Reconstruction and convict leasing. The following literature review
discusses these issues, and also examines the situation in Georgia.
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Literature Review
In A Short History ofReconstruction, Eric Foner persuasively writes that the
transition from slave labor to a free labor system was one of the most transformative
economic changes that occurred in the South. He states that after the war, blacks were
yet again marginalized to new forms of slavery—sharecropping and tenant farming. In
short, their labor was re-used for the betterment of economic development in the South.
Northern entrepreneurs and businessmen, who were members of the Republican Party,
mostly benefitted. Black labor was used in coal mines, on farms and plantations, and by
railroad companies.
In Georgia, as well as throughout the South, the development of railroads after the
war was popular. Manufacturing and industrialism drove railroad expansion. Foner
states that, “[b]etween 1865 and 1873, thirty-five thousand miles of track were laid, a
figure that exceeded the entire railroad network of I 86O.b0 This development increased
the recruitment of forced black laborers through convict leasing in the South including
Georgia.
For a treatment of the Republican ideology regarding labor, race and politics, Eric
Foner’s Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men contributes to an explanation of the free labor
ideology, which was pervasive in the North prior to and after the Civil War. Republicans
believed that their free labor ideology was economically and socially superior to slavery
in that it provided Americans an opportunity at independence. It also encouraged wage
earners to become landowners. In Foner’s Politics and Ideology in the Age ofthe Civil
War, he discusses the ambiguities of abolitionism and the labor movement prior to the
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war.1 I But before scholars like Foner delivered their interpretations of this period, the
Dunning “School of Thought” on Reconstruction dominated Southern historiography.
Anti-Republican and anti-black sentiments dominated the studies of the
Reconstruction period from the late nineteenth to early twentieth-centuries written by
Professor William Archibald Dunning of Columbia University. He and his students
were ardent supporters of the “lost cause” argument, which supported the return of
Southern white rule. They espoused how “honorable” Southern Confederate men went to
battle to secure states rights, essentially to maintain them as sovereign provinces against
an intrusive federal government. It was the Dunning School that buttressed rhetoric of
Radical Republicans as “carpetbaggers”, who came south to rule through federal
intervention.’2 Dunning argued that they came to corrupt and plunder in the name of
economic opportunism. The Dunningnites also showed disdain for the Southern race
traitor—the “scalawag.” Dunning and his followers together interpreted Reconstruction
history to invoke images of the “courageous white southerner” and to reference blacks as
“backward,” while accusing them of attempting to “Africanize” the South.
This interpretation became prevalent in the early twentieth-century. It spawned
others who were willing to add on to the Dunningnite tradition. Their interpretation
posits that the Union forces were brutal in their treatment toward white Southerners
whose constitutional rights were violated. Claude Bowers, in The Tragic Era, conceded
to Dunning’s interpretation. “Never have American public men in responsible positions,
directing the destiny of the Nation, been so brutal, hypocritical, and corrupt. The
Constitution was treated as a doormat on which politicians and army officers wiped their
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feet after wading in the muck.”3 The Dunning school of thought held a monopoly on
Reconstruction historiography for some time until it was challenged by discussions of the
positive aspects of this period regarding blacks. These revisions cast blacks as
resourceful and intelligent, not as backward barbarians.
W.E.B. Du Bois’ essay “Reconstruction and Its Benefits” detailed the benefits the
freedmen enjoyed during this tumultuous period. Du Bois states that this period would
have been worse if it were not for the black church, black schools, and the Freedmen’s
Bureau.’4 There were a number of remedies to help ameliorate conditions for African
Americans transitioning from slavery to freedom. Some of the remedies were
educational opportunities, which became available along with the enactment of the
Reconstruction Amendments. These Amendments legally ended slavery, provided blacks
equal protection under the law, and gave them the right to vote.’5 American blacks
became voters, landowners, and business owners. They frequently erected and expanded
churches. Church membership increased dramatically. However, with these limited
successes, African Americans remained marginalized within the socio-economic ethos of
the South.
But a more detailed and expansive account of Reconstruction was required. It
was not until W.E.B. Du Bois’ Black Reconstruction in America entered into the
historiography that this was accomplished. This study changed the history of
Reconstruction forever. It was Du Bois’ attempt to revise previous accounts of
Reconstruction, focusing on problems between whites and blacks competing for labor
immediately after the Civil War. Du Bois took a Marxist approach in interpreting the
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Reconstruction period. He dealt with the complexities of labor classes: poor, white
native and European immigrants in competition with black labor.’6 In this study, Du Bois
deplores convict leasing in the South during Reconstruction stating, “in no part of the
modern world has there been so open and conscious a traffic in crime for deliberate social
degradation and private profit as in the South since slavery.”7 The South deliberately
arrested freedmen for small offenses and ordinance crimes (i.e. vagrancy, walking away
from labor contracts) only to enslave them in the state penitentiary for use as cheap labor
gaining big profits for private businessmen.
Labor and economics in the Reconstruction canon became popular throughout the
years. In attempting to understand the relationship between blacks, labor, and Southern
economics, new studies began to surface. Immediately after the war the question became
for white Southerners, can the South depend on black labor in a post-emancipated South?
In short, after the emancipation of four million slaves, will the African American work?
In Negro Labor in the United States, Charles H. Wesley surveys the history of black
labor in the South from Reconstruction to the early twentieth-century. The dominant
agrarian economy in the South, controlled by the planter aristocracy, was no more.
Whites questioned blacks’ desire or lack thereof to work. Wesley writes, “[a]s the war
closed, the great question before the South was, ‘Will the Negro Work?”8 The central
issue of concern for Southern whites was the belief that blacks would only work under
compulsion. They would only work when threatened with corporal punishment.
Wesley responded by arguing that work in itself is something that many
Americans, including whites, are forced to participate in everyday. Wesley asserts,
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“many people of the South, who claimed to know the Negro best, believed that the
freedmen would not work without compulsion and would not work without direction by a
white superior.” 19 In fact, many blacks refused to work in groups on plantations because
it was too reminiscent of slavery. But Southern planters believed that freedmen would
not work for wages. They established laws hurling obstacles in front of African
Americans, making it difficult for them to work. There were legal restrictions preventing
skilled blacks (i.e. artisans, mechanics or shopkeepers) from working unless licensed by a
judge, for example. This was because in some cases blacks were advancing faster than
whites, proving that they were capable and desirous to work and earn wages.
In Slaves No More Ira Berlin discusses the freedmen’s journey throughout the
Civil War as they experienced various modes of freedom within the context of free labor.
Some ex-slaves went from exploited laborer, free laborer to [wage-earner], and
eventually to landowner. During the Civil War, many runaway slaves began to search for
freedom through labor. Blacks ran to their Northern allies for safety, protection and
work. In some instances blacks were turned away. Military officials ordered
subordinates not to interfere with slaveholders and their “property.” After seeing the
persistence of many ex-slaves, military commanders decided to welcome them. Some
were accepted among the Union ranks as soldiers. However most did not see much
action on the battlefield, but were put to work around military camps.2° The majority
were relegated to menial work with no pay in exchange for food and shelter, but some
became low wage-earners receiving less pay than their white counterparts. Once cx
slaves were allowed to fight in the war, they were often disappointed because they
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received lower wages than white Union troops. Berlin writes about the ambivalence of
Union officials and their ideological support of black Americans, while maintaining their
white supremacist views.
A persuasive argument, for a number of scholars, regarding the seismic shift of an
evolving South in terms of interpreting its economy and polity came in the Origins of the
New South. In this study, C. Vann Woodard makes a clear delineation between the “Old
South” and the “New South” in terms of modernity and economic progress. The latter
symbolizing a more industrialized economy contrasting an era of planter elites and a
precipitous weakened agrarian economy. Other scholars followed Woodward’s rationale
and argument regarding this distinction as well.2’ Woodward supported the notion that
after to the war, agrarian aristocrats were supplanted by an ambitious class of men from
the North driven by industry. As a result of the decline in agriculture, the new class of
merchants and capitalists emerged as the new elites. 22 Further, the move from the New
South to the Progressive Era brought with it the same legacy of racism, which stifled real
opportunities for free labor to exist for blacks. It was characterized by the continuation of
racism and black exploitation during this transition from an agrarian society to a fast
emerging industrial order. Woodward writes a brief sketch on Bullock, in which he
discusses the governor and convict leasing, pointing out its role in becoming the rostrum
of the state’s industrial economic program and linking it to Georgia’s railroads.23
However, the practice of exploiting blacks for cheap labor to support industry does not
find its origin during Reconstruction. This practice goes back hundreds of years prior
and is closely related to chattel slavery.
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Slavery and the Penal System shows the origin of convict labor and the history
of punishment. J. Thorsten Sellin links the influences of chattel slavery with the evolving
penal institutions of Europe and the United States. For instance, Europeans used slavery
as a punishment to substitute for capital punishment during the late Middle Ages.24 The
history of the development of the world’s penal systems and specific methods which
were utilized often came as a result of economic incentives to the state.25 Also, Sellin
argues that the punishment that masters inflicted on their slaves later became the
determining factor on how to mete out justice based on offenses committed by
individuals of a lower class or caste in the dominant culture. He also looks at United
States penal institutions and demonstrates how immigrant colonists “transplanted” their
methods and tools for punishment, “the whipping posts, the stocks, the pillory, the stake,
the wheel, the gallows, the gibbet, the branding iron, and instruments of torture and
mutilation,” to America.26
Historians have argued that blacks had been protected from the criminal law
during slavery, subjecting themselves to the patience or rigors of the slave master. After
slavery, blacks were let loose with no regard for the law.27 Christopher Adamson in
“Towards a Marxian Penology” shows that during the antebellum period, the South
supported two justice systems, one for the slaves and another for whites.28 Sellin argues
that slavery, because of its intrinsic nature, demanded a separate penal system between
slaves and non-slaves, as was the case in ancient Greece and Rome.29 Both Adamson and
Sellin concede that during slavery the slaveholder was law enforcer, prosecutor and judge
in regards to matters of the slave on the plantation. It was “plantation justice,” as
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Adamson puts it, that kept slaves in rigid discipline. However after the demise of
antebellum slavery, it was the enactment of black codes, vagrancy and loosely defined
contract labor laws along with the Thirteenth Amendment that remanded the African
American back into slavery, only this time as a convict. “Plantation Justice” along with
the economic tenets of slavery was deliberately adapted to the lease system to the benefit
of both ex-Confederates and Northern industrialists.
Blake McKelvey’s Penal Slavery and Southern Reconstruction points to the
corruption of the carpetbag era for the emergence of convict leasing.3° The Radical
Republicans managed this era. Historians have documented how Northern entrepreneurs
traveled south after the war to take advantage of new financial opportunities. For
Northern businessmen, central to the legacy of convict leasing in the South was the
pursuit of financial gain. Before Reconstruction, the Radicals and their free labor
ideology supported ending “slavery” often for selfish financial interests. Cheap free
labor trumped slave labor. Southern elites saw the free labor system as an ideal way to
generate significant profits. The cost of free labor in relation to profit by these accounts
is central in Mathew J. Mancini’s One Dies, Get Another. His analysis of convict leasing
in Georgia was that its practices were the most “undiluted” of all Southern states.3’ As
long as the cost of maintaining convicts (feeding, clothing, etc.) remained manageable,
Southern elites were willing to work convicts even to death. They were dispensable.
With the increase in arrests and convictions that resulted in long sentences, there was an
abundant resource of labor that the state and wealthy entrepreneurs could exploit in the
name of modernity and prosperity.
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It was an increase of the inmate population that resulted in the emergence of
various forms of discipline compelling convicts to work efficiently. Convict camps were
so brutal that the first principal keepers, agents who were responsible for the welfare of
all convicts, reported that camps were plagued with abuses. in some instances there were
inmates in camps who were not included on the roster, the deaths and escape of convicts
went unreported. According to Mancini, principal keepers, “seemed to have been men of
integrity who tried to bring the corruption, cruelty, and abuses of leasing to light.”
Georgia’s first principal keeper, Overton K. Walton, stated that “I am fully satisfied that a
humane treatment of them is entirely ignored.” He further stated: “Notwithstanding my
repeated and urgent requests to the contractors to make weekly statements to this
institution of the number of escapes, deaths, pardons, &c., as well as the number on hand,
they have failed to make but one report.” The following year Georgia received a new
principal keeper, John Damell, who communicated his concerns to the penitentiary
authorities. He stated, “it is confidentially believed there are a good many convicts in the
hands of lessees of whom no record can be found. . . a good many convicts have
escaped, died, and a few been killed, of whom no account has ever been made to me.”32
He continued on about unreported incidents of convicts that had been overworked,
whipped harshly, and shot. Historians argue it was the moral outrage by the public that
caused the lease system’s demise.33 Mancini shows that the reasons for its demise were
more economically based.
Blake McKelvey’s “A Half Century of Southern Penal Exploitation” argues that
the reason for the lease system’s demise was the end of the railroad boom. In an effort to
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continue profiting from cheap convict labor, officials put convicts to work on roads in
chain gangs and on plantations instead. Life on the chain gang was in some ways harsher
than the lease system.34 Georgia mostly used convict labor for its public “good roads”
campaign. This was mainly because after time convict leasing became less profitable and
state officials believed that the state could better sell the public on the benefits of convict
labor if they worked on Georgia’s roads.35
A. Elizabeth Taylor’s “The Origins and Development of the Convict Lease
System in Georgia,” published in 1942, appears to be the first scholarly examination of
convict leasing in Georgia. Taylor only contributes a generic survey, but her essay
uncovers the fundamental aspects of the system, which shared similar attributes to other
Southern state practices. However, Taylor presents no treatment of Northern interests
and Republican influences as it relates to using convict labor for economic development
or personal gain. Edward L. Ayers’ 1984 study, Vengeance & Justice, points out that at
the end of the War, Georgia officials debated whether they should rebuild the state’s
penitentiary, a project that was estimated to cost $1 million dollars. Many wanted to
abolish the system and “restore whipping, branding, hanging and county jails to their
rightful place at the heart of the Southern criminal justice system.”36 Milfred C. Fierce’s
1994 study Slavery Revisited: Blacks and the Southern Convict Lease System, 1865-1933
surveys the history of convict labor in the South, including its origin and abolition. The
study denotes an entire chapter to Georgia convict leasing. Regarding the state, Fierce
primarily deals with racial factors and how they came into play regarding its emergence
and sustainability.37 It lacks the political and economic analysis that is needed to conduct
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a thorough examination of convict leasing and its management under Republican
leadership.
Like Mancini, Alex Lichtenstein’s study, Twice the Work ofFree Labor, also
takes an economic approach towards the convict lease system. His political-economic
analysis of convict leasing shows that in the state of Georgia convict leasing was essential
to the state’s plans to regain economic footing in a progressive new industrial South.38
Taylor’s study, just like Mancini’s, points out that the Principal Keepers’ protests about
the mistreatment of convicts frequently fell upon deaf ears. In addition, Taylor reports
that Bullock and the state legislature’s 1870 commission report did not address fully this
mistreatment, but instead recommended inconsequential diminutive changes regarding
the harsh treatment experienced by black convicts. Taylor, Lichtenstein, and Mancini
show a leasing system that was mired in racism and reminiscent of slavery itself. With
large profits going to the state as well as to private wealthy entrepreneurs.
Like Mancini, Douglas A. Blackmon examines the sheer brutality that a mostly
black convict labor pool endured throughout the history of convict leasing. Blackmon’s
2008 Pulitzer Prize winning study, Slavery by Another Name, argues that the South’s
convict lease system was used to re-enslave African-Americans. He posits that slavery
did not end after Appomattox. Blackmon shows that post-bellum slavery went beyond
debt peonage, sharecropping and crop liens, but extended into the penitentiary through
harsh punishments of pretty crimes. The study contends that free black men were forced
into convict slavery, which began at the end of the Civil War and would not end until
1951. They were forced into convict slavery because they were convicted of petty crimes
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instigated.39 Blacks could not afford the steep fines that they received once sentenced.
As a result, they were leased to railroad and turpentine camps, coal mines and private
citizens, experiencing raw bmtality and mistreatment.
Blackmon also discusses the transformation of the South’s economy from an
agrarian to an industrialized society. Ex-slaves had viable labor knowledge and skills
relative to farms and plantations, thus their absence from the plantations after the war
caused the decline of the region’s agrarian economy.4°Blackmon also shows the
contentious fighting that involved private lessees, a collaboration of white and black
convicts, and white free workers to ameliorate prison conditions. These efforts were
quickly dashed. The United Mine Workers fought to keep the free workers’ jobs after
complaining about low wages, but they were subsequently threatened to be replaced by
convict laborers.4’Blackmon writes a great deal about Georgia convict leasing, but he
does not discuss Bullock and his role in convict slavery or that his administration had
become the catalyst for the lease system in Georgia. In fact, the entire study fails to
mention Bullock at all.
Aside from politics and economics, at the center of the convict lease system was
the issue of morality. It was George Washington Cable who, in his study, The Silent
South, looked at convict leasing as a moral issue. He proves the brutality of convict
leasing with alarming statistics. He blames no particular political party for its inception,
and concluded that both Republicans and Democrats benefited. Cable states that
Southern governors, in cooperation with their legislatures, made it possible for
corporations to gain profits from convict leasing.42
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Fredrick Douglass asserts, in Cable’s study, that there were two reasons why
African Americans filled up state penitentiaries and were then leased out to work for
private lessees. The first was because the religious and moral efforts of the country were
in the hands of whites. There had been virtually no effort made in extending these to
blacks. The second reason was that the entire court system was filled with white men
who were prejudiced against blacks. He stated that black criminals were often “ignorant
and poor” and did not have resources to obtain legal counsel.43 Blacks were exploited
because of their class status for the objective of social and economic dominance by
whites.
Deeply rooted in the morality problem of convict lease is the free labor ideology
preached by Northerners, particularly Radical Republicans. Eric Foner, in Free Soil,
Free Labor Free Men, shows that the Republican Party, during the Civil War and
Reconstruction era, was heavily influenced by anti-slavery ideology and abolitionism.44
This tradition dates back to the Whig Party and the Free Soilers from before the War,
who espoused the notion of equality for all men and that securing financial independence
and liberty is available to each individual, despite their race. Republicans had a track
record of fighting for equality for blacks based on moral grounds. These Northern
principles were a direct contradiction to the adherence of the tenets of convict leasing,
which has been recognized as a type of neo-slavery. 46
Summary Section
The North’s free labor ideology was complicit in subsidizing economic
development in the new South through convict leasing. Free labor created the
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environment where the recruitment of black laborers via the state’s penitentiary system
was possible. The Republicans believed that free labor was cheaper and more efficient
than slave labor. Almost immediately after the War, labor contracts initiated by
Northerners and Republicans relegated free blacks back to plantations in conditions
reminiscent of antebellum slavery. Blacks were left prey to the whims of former
slaveholders. They mostly became tenant farmers and engaged in sharecropping as
modes of survival. These new methods of labor impeded the economic and social
progress of blacks who sought genuine freedom as wage earners. Once they walked
away from unfair labor practices, they could end up in the state penitentiary system as a
function of the illegal labor contracts and vagrancy laws.
in the South, convict leasing was a kind of penal slavery that often involved the
punishment of lower-class criminals. Although convict leasing gained popularity during
Reconstruction, the closely related practice of penal slavery had been around since
Ancient Greece. It was often meted out to individuals of lower-class status as was convict
leasing. Moreover the methods of punishment for penal slavery resembled antebellum
slavery and convict leasing as well, with branding, whipping, and hanging. Black
convicts received their citizenship through the Reconstruction Amendments; however
black codes, labor contracts and organized anti-black groups made them virtually
powerless in the South.
In practice, convict leasing during Reconstruction mirrored the same sentiments
of antebellum slavery. A majority black convict population was over-worked from sun
up to sun down. They were exposed to disease and unlivable conditions. Black male
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convicts were housed together with female and children populations. Whipping was
instituted throughout Southern penitentiaries including Georgia. Mancini describes
Georgia as practicing convict leasing in its most “undiluted form” in comparison to other
Southern state penitentiary systems. Georgia’s first two Principal Keepers protested
against the harsh treatment of its majority black male convict population. In Georgia,
there were black convicts who were shot and killed, but many of these cases went
unreported. While Democratic Governor Jenkins worked with the Georgia legislature to
produce its first convict leasing bill in December of 1866, being one of the first states to
do so, he never implemented the system, having become convinced that the penitentiary
system could be otherwise self-sustaining without it. However, it was under Radical rule
that convict leasing found its beginnings. Provisional Governor Thomas Ruger issued
out the first two contracts, requesting one hundred convicts each time. Furthermore, it
was Radical Republican Governor Rufus Bullock who leased out the entire penitentiary
with a foreknowledge of its horrors and barbarous treatment of its convicts.
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CHAPTER 3
NORTHERN HOSPITALITY
With the war end the South became a land ofopportunityfor anyone with money. The
fight had settled the question of what kind of labor si’stem evely state would have. The
South could no longer use slave labor. In the devastation of the war andpoverty, the
chance openedfor people with vision to remake the land in a Northern mold.’
—Russell Duncan
Margret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind accurately depicted the sentiments of
Southerners when Radical Reconstruction arrived at the doorsteps of Georgia’s capitol.
The election of Bullock, a Radical Republican, heaped more fuel onto a robust political
fire that seemed inextinguishable. She wrote,
The Southern Democrats had General John B. Gordon, one of
Georgia’s best loved and most honored citizens, as their candidate.
Opposing him was a Republican named Bullock. The election had
lasted three days instead of one. Trainloads of negroes had been
rushed from town to town, voting at every precinct along the way.
Of course, Bullock had won. If the capture of Georgia by Sherman
had caused bitterness, the final capture of the state’s capitol by the
Carpetbaggers, Yankees and negroes caused an intensity of
bitterness such as the state had never known before. Atlanta and
Georgia seethed and raged.2
Indeed, Bullock symbolized all that was feared by Georgia Confederates. Their
government began a reorganizational process intending to disfranchise those who
supported secession and empower black Americans to the extent of holding office in the
state legislature. Former secessionists realized that “Home Rule” was rapidly waning and
panic had ensued. The South felt that Northerners had strong-armed their way into their
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society trampling over their state’s rights and confiscating their reliable labor force.
The post-bellum South endured a period of humiliation. It had its governments
commandeered by business-minded Radicals, like Bullock, with plans of profit and
prosperity. The North swarmed in to punish the secessionists for their iniquities:
challenging the primacy of the Union and for slavery.
Many historians in the past, such as Claude Bowers and W. A. Dunning,
interpreted Reconstruction as a period where “carpetbaggers” and Negroes dominated
Southern governments only to corrupt, steal and “Afrikanize” the region.3 However,
conservatives had shown propensities toward corruption in Georgia politics. In an effort
to mold Georgia into a “northern society,” the executive of the state and its legislators
had to be represented by liberal Radicals. Georgia conservatives, or white Democrats,
fought intensely to keep its legislature unchanged. At the close of March 1870, all but
one rebel state had been declared compliant with the reorganization plans detailed in the
Reconstruction Acts. White Democrats “carried the elections for the legislature in 1868,
while radicals elected their candidate for governor.” Bullock and the conservative
Legislature locked horns on the issue of Negro qualifications to hold office. The
conservatives conceded that blacks now had the right to vote, but interpreted the state
constitution to have had no provision regarding office-holding. The “majority construed
very liberally the disqualifying section of the Fourteenth Amendment, and neglected to
exclude a number of whites who fell fairly within provisions on that section.”4 Bullock
believed that the state had not complied; and the president and Congress took up the
matter in the winter of 1869-1870.
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Bullock informed Congress of his belief that the Georgia legislature was not
organized in accordance with the Reconstruction Acts because the test oath had not been
administered. Furthermore, the legislature had expelled its black members.5 The
Christian Recorder, on 19 September 1868, stated that Bullock “declared” that the black
members expulsion was unconstitutional and that the white Democrats were sworn in
without investigation regarding their eligibility. Bullock emphatically encouraged to
Congress to assert its authority to re-seat Georgia’s black legislators and compel all to
take the oath test. Duncan wrote, “Democrats had proven beyond a doubt that they
intended to use all methods available—intimidation, obloquy, election fraud, perjury,
judicial corruption, lawless sheriffs, assault, murder, and collusion of all sorts—to hold
onto old ways.”6 After Bullock’s testimony and evidence of violence and killings of
blacks in Georgia, vis-à-vis the Camilla Riots, Congress stalled. It would take Congress
a full year to make a decision.
Meanwhile both state houses, the House and Senate, adopted a resolution that a
test case be argued before the Georgia Supreme Court regarding black men and their
eligibility to hold office. Before a test case originating from Savannah could be heard,
Congress sent the Fifteenth Amendment to be ratified by the states. The amendment
granted citizens the right to vote regardless of ‘race’ or ‘condition of servitude.’7 Georgia
failed to ratify the amendment. But on April 9, 1869, “the fourth anniversary of the
surrender at Appomattox,” a bill was introduced in Congress by Senator Oliver Morton of
Indiana requiring Georgia and three other states to ratify the Fifteenth Amendment as a
“precondition” for re-entry into the Union. The bill passed the Senate 40 to 9. The
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House passed a similar bill, which passed 121 to 51. This resulted in more
“Democratic violence and murders” in Georgia.
Finally, the Georgia Supreme heard the Savannah case centered on blacks’
eligibility to hold office. Democrat Joseph Brown, Chief Justice, had denied during the
gubernatorial election of 1868 that blacks could hold office. However, a letter that was
written by Brown was introduced as evidence before the Joint-Committee on
Reconstruction. It reflected his desire in reseating the black legislators. In Georgia, the
court voted in favor of White, the plaintiff. “By the vote of two to one, the high court
decided that White and, by implication, all blacks could hold office in Georgia.”8 The
black legislators subsequently were reseated, but under the supervision of military rule.
The North had made themselves at home in the South. They disregarded
Southerners as if they were foreigners from a distant country. Northerners came down
south after the Civil War to establish a dominant economic presence and to defeat
slavery. Slavery was an obstacle to the northern way of life. Free men equaled free
labor. Free labor was equated to a competitive economic climate, which resulted in
profits. In fact, most Northerners had despised slavery. After all, Northerners believed in
the moral principle that every man has the right to liberty, a right given by God, but not
necessarily because it dehumanized blacks relegating them to chattel sold to the highest
bidder.9 Most importantly, they detested slavery especially because it was central to the
South’s economic dominance in the region.
Northerners wanted the South to suffer economically. They opted for a free labor
system. Republicans believed in healthy competition. But, also Republicans liked free
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labor because it was cheaper than The Northern victory was a philosophical
and political victory. Moreover, they wanted to topple Southern economic prominence
by spreading their philosophy of business and free labor, which was successful in the
North for decades prior. This further added salt to the fresh wounds that seemed to have
the inability to heal over time. It was a constant reminder of their enemy’s success. But,
this complex response towards the Negro problem, for Republicans, had been expressed
earlier by Lincoln throughout the war.
Lincoln’s plans for the South never came to fruition. His plan for slavery was a
gradual one. He would manumit slaves over a fifty-year period, some he would ship far
away to somewhere in Central or South America or Africa while the slaveholders were
financially compensated.” Lincoln at one point admitted that he did not want to
eliminate slavery. He only wanted the Union restored as before. Nothing more. ‘What I
do about slavery, and the colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save the Union;
and what I forebear, I forebear because I do not believe it would help to save the Union,’
Lincoln told the New York Tribune in the summer of 1862.12 Emancipating the slaves
only in the states that were still under rebellion was simply a military tactic to make the
South suffer for their transgressions and to reduce their ability to thrive. But Lincoln was
indifferent about slavery. Lincoln was born in a slave state, Kentucky. He grew up in a
society that defined blacks as property and commodities.
His party was divided, some genuinely interested in black suffrage others were
not. Now that the freedman was emancipated, he could join the ranks of other free men
standing on his own two feet thriving on sheer belief in individualism that required
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prudence and hard work. However, it was the North, vis-à-vis the Freedmen’s Bureau,
which mediated between former slaveholders and freedmen resulting in unfair labor
contracts.’4 Sharecroppers and tenant farmers were tied to the lands they worked because
of debt piled on by landowners. It was the North that expected blacks to prosper in an
unfettered South with the propensity to re-enslave free men. If freedmen did not go along
with previously established labor contracts, they would end up in the state penal system
toiling in some of the worst railroad convict camps in the nation.
After the war, President Andrew Johnson made it difficult to restructure the South
to include freedmen into the political and social process as equals. His “policies had
relinquished war gains by allowing the rebellious states to reenter the Union without
changing their ways or their leaders,”5 Duncan writes. Many business and political
leaders in the South began returning to politics, regaining their old offices. Johnson
pardoned twenty thousand planters and they resumed their powerful positions.
Legislatures in the South made sure that Confederate leaders were returned to Congress.
These same legislatures passed black codes that controlled the freedman’s movements
socially and economically. With the exception of Termessee, Southern states refused to
ratify the Fourteenth Amendment giving freedmen citizenship. Johnson’s administration
decided to return the South to “Home Rule.” But beginning in March 1867, Radical
Republicans in Washington lead the charge in forcing the South to comply with plans of
reconstruction.
Congress passed the Reconstruction Acts over Johnson’s vetoes. The three acts
did several things. First, it divided the region into five military districts controlled by
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federal troops. Georgia fell under the Third Military District, under the leadership of
Major-General John Pope. In addition, Southerners had to register “all qualified voters”
to elect delegates for upcoming state conventions. Qualified voters were Southerners
who took the oath proclaiming that they had no involvement in the South seceding from
the Union. At these conventions new state constitutions were to be written reflecting
racial inclusion and then delegates were to vote on them. Lastly, the South had to ratify
the Fourteenth Amendment.’6
Bullock capitalized on opportunities as they presented themselves. While
working for a railroad agent in Augusta, in January of 1861, Bullock sided with the
Confederates once the war commenced.
[U]nder orders from Georgia governor Joseph E. Brown, one
thousand men mustered and demanded the surrender of the United
States arsenal in Augusta. . Bullock stood among the ninety-man
Oglethorpe Infantry when the arsenal capitulated.
It was noted that when Confederate Governor Joseph Brown addressed the victorious
troops “in the mud and rain drenched to the skin and shivering in the cold winds of
winter, stood private Rufus B. Bullock, with gun in hand, applauding, and cheering
Brown’s . It would have been bad business for Bullock otherwise.
Again Bullock sought out opportunities for his own advancement. Before
Bullock’s pro-black stance on equal rights and social justice, his focus was on business.’8
It was not until Bullock associated the black vote with his plans for “economic
development and profit” that he suddenly became pro-black suffrage. Bullock’s stance
was that the sooner the state of Georgia was brought into compliance with the ideals of
Radical Reconstruction, the sooner he could personally profit and accomplish his goals of
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restoring the state’s economy. He wanted the state constitution to be created around
his business interests to foster North and South trade to stimulate the economy,
investments, and profits. Bullock saw the old Southern elites as an obstacle and wanted to
quickly bring Georgia back into the Union.’9 “If black suffrage helped create solid gains
toward business profits, then Bullock wanted black suffrage,” writes Duncan. His
sincerity toward black interests was questionable at best. After all, at the end of the war
Bullock reportedly owned seven slaves in addition to $22,000 worth of property.
Historians have previously recorded that Bullock was a friend to black Georgians
and their causes. For instance, after the expulsion of black legislators, Bullock fought
hard to get them re-seated despite how it tarnished his public image. “Undaunted by
obloquy and although deserted by some of his best friends, Governor Bullock stood out
conscientiously and manfully for the rights of the negro representatives in the legislature.
He had become an entrepreneur for equality.” However, what was important to Bullock
was guarding his self-interests. Not working to reseat the black legislators would have
been perhaps disastrous to his economic development plans. He seemingly had one of
the prominent black members of the state assembly, Henry M. Turner, as a supporter of
his goals. But Tuner was torn between allegiance to the Republican Party and defending
his people. For example, when a joint committee was put together to investigate the
horrible treatment of convict leasing in Georgia, Tuner’s signature could be found at the
bottom of the report. The report found that the penitentiary’s methods of disciplining
black convicts were in bounds of necessity.2°When the report was presented on the floor
of the General Assembly, “. . . Turner sought to amend it and denied having signed it in
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the first place. Another black legislator introduced a resolution demanding termination
of the lease, and a third called Governor Bullock a ‘murderer.”2’
Perhaps Bullock made sure that the report’s conclusion was innocuous to protect
his business interests. Clearly the testimonies and evidence of the hearings should have
concluded otherwise. The radical Republican-led Assembly was almost totally in
lockstep with Bullock’s business plans of development and prosperity for the state.
Bullock was determined to reshape Georgia in a northern mold.
On 22 July 1868, the Christian Recorder stated that Rufus Bullock, now
Governor, proclaimed at his inauguration that he “condemns the President’s [Johnson]
policy and approves negro suffrage.” When Bullock campaigned for the governorship of
Georgia, he was known as the poor man’s candidate. His printed material proclaimed
‘Bullock, Relief and Reconstruction. For the Constitution.’22 His campaign revolved
around the poor. The working class supported him. Class was almost completely
injected into his campaign:
Be a man! Let the slaveholding aristocracy no longer rule you.
Vote for a Constitution which educates your children free of
charge; relieves the poor debtor from his rich creditor; allows a
liberal homestead for your families; and more than all, places you
on a level with those who used to boast that every slave they were
entitled to three-fifths of a vote in congressional representation.
Clearly Bullock attempted to embolden the freedmen to his advantage. He evoked
imagery of slaveholders, inequality, and debt intentionally to play on the consciences of
the freedmen. The equalizing factor here mentioned by Bullock was education.
Education, for many freedmen, was desirable if they wished to advance, make a
successful living, and be seen as equals in society. Indeed, Bullock supported free
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education for all children in the state of Georgia. In fact, during his 24 July 1868
speech to the General Assembly, he asked the legislature to establish quickly a school
system for all races.23 Perhaps the free educational system was a part of Bullock’s plan
to build a robust Georgia economy. To get educated people, black or white, to become
entrepreneurs in a continual effort to foster trade and profits for the region would
ultimately define Bullocks economic goals. “Bullock stressed the Radical goal of
education as a necessary component to advancement and equality in a free labor
system”24 He even went as far as offering free railroad passes to anyone who established
free schools or personally taught freedmen anywhere in Georgia. Teachers
of the American Missionary Association and Edmund Ware, along with a substantial
donation from the Freedmen’s Bureau helped to establish in 1869 the Atlanta University
on sixty acres of land.
Bullock pleaded his case to state legislators, on 1 5 August 1 870, to establish a
black university using the old capitol building and governor’s mansion in Milledgeville,
Georgia. He wanted the accommodations of this black school to be equaled to those of
the University of Georgia. Representative Henry McNeal Turner, from Macon, reasoned
because of the racial climate at the time, ‘we would not bother Franklin University
[University of Georgia] if the state would make an equal appropriation to our University.’
The General Assembly voted to appropriate $8,000 annually to the Atlanta University as
a “compromise” between the two plans.25
Publicly, Bullock denounced the unfair sentencing practices that were handed to
black convicts. Speaking before the state Assembly, Bullock brought to their attention
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that many of the inmates “had cruel or lengthy sentences—the punishment for burglary
in the night was death. Two convicts were serving life sentences for stealing cornmeal
and molasses. Bullock wanted action to correct the iniquity of the system.”26 But
privately, Bullock enabled this atrocious legacy by signing contracts with a firm that had
a history of harshly disciplining blacks since slavery. Publicly, Bullock spoke against
racial injustice and called for the South to change their perception on race. “Bullock
called for the people to recognize the equality of all men: ‘It is too late now to argue, that
a native American has no rights because his complexion is not that of the majority . . . All
civilized men are citizens.’
As a result of the North’s victory, the economy in the South became unhinged. At
the beginning of Reconstruction both parties had some adjustments to make. The planter
found it “humiliating” to “haggle” over wages with their former “servants.” The
freedmen were now at liberty to travel in search of ideal accommodations for labor.27
This of course left the South’s agricultural economy unstable. The “disorganized labor
system” had settled down when military commanders took control. Many of the
freedmen worked in camps, farms, and community where they worked for wages.28 But
the premier question at the time, between 1865 and 1 866, was, “[w]ill the Negro work?”
and most whites believed that blacks would only work under supervision and
compulsion.29
Immediately there were discussions regarding freedmen, white Northerners and
Southern planters and the workings of the South’s free labor system. Free labor
advocates in the North began harshly criticizing slavery decades prior to the War. But
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Adam Smith reasoned that a slavery labor system was more expensive to maintain
than free labor. According to Eric Foner, the nature of labor was repulsive by human
nature standards. Men worked only to maintain their standard of living purchasing food,
material items, and land. He continued, since slaves were not used to purchasing land,
material items, etc. they seldom worked.3° The anti-slavery movement in the North used
the notion that slavery was inefficient and expensive to support their free labor ideology.
This Northern ideology prided itself on the belief that a laborer could “escape the status
of wager earner and rise to petty entrepreneurship and economic independence.” Lincoln
used it to rally small farmers and producers and also wage laborers in support of the
Republican Party.
For many of the freedmen, immediately after the war, their economic predicament
remained somewhat the same. Cheap labor was in abundance “and available in the South
in 1865 as it had been in 185O,3I writes Franklin. However, a new class structure was
forming to replace what existed in slavery. Economically, the rural proletariat was made
up of freedmen and white yeomen. Then there was a new class of planters and merchants
who were dominated by “Northern financiers and industrialists.”32 The labor
arrangements between the freedmen and planters began to take shape. Often planters
shared land with large groups of freedmen for,
Cash wages, paid monthly or at year’s end; a share of the crop,
divided collectively among the entire labor force or among smaller
groups of workers; various combinations of wage and share
payments; time-sharing plans in which freedmen worked part of
the week for the planter and part on their own land; wages in kind;
and cash wages for specific tasks.33
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During the year 1865, the share-wage system paid out wages to freedmen that “were
usually low, sometimes as little as one-tenth of the crop.” This arrangement left
freedmen “penniless” in years of poor crops. But, also it left room for fraud and
corruption on the part of the planter. Some received fines for poor work or infractions,
while others were billed for rations that exceeded their agreed upon wages.
The sharecropping system, unlike the share-wage system, involved contracts with
families instead of large groups of freedmen. Blacks became responsible for a specific
size of land. They were generally given one-third of the year’s crop while the landowner
provided the essentials for labor (fertilizer, animals, seed, etc.).34 The advantage that
blacks experienced was no supervision from landowners and no gang labor.
Summary Section
Many Northern entrepreneurs traveled South after the war in search of wealth.
Most came with a background in business and were highly educated. In addition, the
educated, professional, and business-minded types who traveled South, thousands of
Northern planters also made their way South. They wanted to capitalize and exploit
newly freed slaves and return them to plantation labor.35 Northern Planters came down in
larger numbers; larger numbers than carpetbagger officeholders. Carpetbaggers were
mostly recruited within the Northern planter population, according to Lawrence Powell.
Whether their industry was agriculture or manufacturing both Northern types had
foreseen the economic possibilities in exploiting black labor for hefty profits just before
the out break of war and certainly immediately afterwards.
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Bullock was one of the many Northerners who found himself in Augusta,
Georgia on the eve of the Civil War working in the telegraphy business. Subsequently, he
moved quickly into working in the railroad industry. At the time of Bullock’s arrival, he
felt right at home. Many of the Northern businessmen had already made their presence
felt in the city establishing companies that would supplant the agrarian elites. Their
treatment of its black American population exhibited deference to their current condition
as slaves. During this time the Republican Party was filled with abolitionists and anti
slavery advocates. But after the war these Republicans seemingly were more inclined to
follow opportunities for wealth and aggrandizement as opposed to being bogged down
with moral wranglings over black suffrage.
Bullock’s internal conflict, an inner warfare waged between self-aggrandizement
and moral justice for freedmen was also mirrored within the Republican Party. Generally
in the South, Republicans seemed to unite with its “commitment to civil and political
equality” regardless of race and socio-economic status.36 They desired to present
themselves as progressives, which energized the party at the commencement of state-held
conventions throughout the South in 1867. But Republicans could not completely
coalesce politically because of varying hidden agendas that reflected division along the
color line. “Virtually every party convention found itself divided between ‘confiscation
radicals’ (generally blacks) and moderates committed to white control of the party and a
policy of economic development that offered more to outside investors and native
promoters than to impoverished freedmen and upcountry yeomen,” Foner writes.37 This
pattern of ambivalence would find its way into the consciousness of Bullock. He often
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placed value on “economic development” over racial reconciliation, particularly when
it came to his middle class leanings.
Bullock’s outlook regarding the South and economic opportunities was
undergirded by the Republicans’ Northern free labor system. Their free labor ideology
espoused that all free men should have an opportunity to go after employment and earn a
decent wage. After maintaining a disciplined life entrenched with frugality and sound
judgment, in only a few years, men will advance on to become property owners and
ultimately entrepreneurs guiding their own destinies. However, the free labor system
remained impervious to the freedmen because of the emergence of black codes in 1865-
1866, and the implementation of subsequent fraudulent labor contracts and vagrancy
laws. Many African Americans found themselves in circumstances reminiscent of slavery
or worse. Physical mobility was the greatest equalizer they possessed in regards to their
potential free labor activities after the war.38 To limit African Americans’ ability to
physically move around in search of work and compete in a free labor market gave
southern whites a foothold into controlling black labor and wages. After blacks were
arrested on simple misdemeanor offenses, they found themselves packed inside the
Southern penitentiaries working in convict camps. In Georgia, it was usually railroad
camps and coal mines. Bullock adapted this loosely applied interpretation of free labor to
his railroad campaign replacing a segment of the newly freed former slaves back into
forced servitude. In fact they were hit with two detrimental social statuses one, of re
enslavement and two, criminality. Bullock’s free labor ideology can be traced back to the
Whig and Free Soil Parties from the early I 800s.
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The irony in the Republicans approach to black labor, immediately after the
war, was to remand them back into an economic and social apparatus that closely
resembled antebellum slavery. In response to the overwhelming fear of black crime and
the lack of a physical penitentiary, the Radicals in Georgia resorted to the convict lease
practice. These were the very advocates who supported the manumission of African
Americans and the demise of the antebellum slavery system. However, they re-invented
a kind of black servitude to reflect the state’s urgent economic interests. But it also
reflected opportunities for profit on their behalf.
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for Republicans saw railroads not as adjuncts of the plantation system, but as
catalysts ofa peaceful revolution that would dislodge the plantationfrom its economic
throne. ‘—Eric Foner
The American population skyrocketed after the War. As many Americans
traveled west for new opportunities so did its railroad system. This period experienced a
tremendous economic transformation, from a major agrarian to a more modern
industrialized society. “As America shifted from an agrarian people to an industrial
nation, the population nearly tripled, rising from 35,700,000 in 1865 to 103,400,000 in
1917.” From 1865 until World War I,
The rail network increased more than sevenfold, from 35,085 miles
in 1865 to an all-time high of 254,037 in 1916. There were few
places in America which did not have access to America’s
ubiquitous railroad system. Only the most remote least populated
towns in the country were . . . more than twenty-five miles from
rail service:
Between the Civil War and World War I, “the volume of the railroads’ gross
operating revenue increased at least twelvefold, from perhaps $300,000,000 in 1865 to
over $4,000,000,000 in 1917.” Bullock foresaw the economic potential of the country’s
rail system. The repair and construction of new rail lines must have been foremost in his
mind as a sure way to recapture economic footing in Georgia.
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The period just before the Civil War was one of the most active periods in
American railroad history. In the mid-nineteenth century, there was a string of railroads
that intermittently stretched from Maine to Georgia. Also, there were rail lines that
connected the Great Lakes region to the Ohio River. The country’s rail system began to
pick up speed heading west. Businessmen were attracted to the trans-Pacific trade, which
compelled travels to the west. Also, the national government initiated the land-grant
policy enticing Americans to head out west; the news of discovering gold in California
was another reason to go west. New financial prosperity and “optimism” pervaded the
country, both personally and commercially. “By 1860 a railway network of over 30,000
miles served all the states east of the Mississippi quite adequately, and few locations of
substantial population in the eastern third of the nation were far removed from the sound
of the locomotive whistle.”3
Several developments occurred during this period. New York City, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore all connected with the West “as the Erie, Pennsylvania, and Baltimore &
Ohio railroads, respectively, reached Dunkirk, Pittsburgh, and Wheeling” for the first
time. The first “telegraphic control of trains” was used and trains began running past the
Mississippi. In 1856, California saw its locomotive debut with trains traveling from
Sacramento to Folsorn. The Illinois Central, the first rail to stretch over seven hundred
miles, was also completed.4
Bullock and his predecessors predicted that railroad construction would be big
business. Railroad construction dominated the economy all over America at mid-century.
The laying of track significantly increased from 9,000 to over 30,000 miles in just one
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decade. “The total investment in the industry also more than tripled—from
$300,000,000 to $1,150,000,000 in 1860.” Its gross operating revenue, between the Civil
War and World War 1 increased twelve-fold from an estimated $300,000,000 in 1865 to
$4,000,000,000 in 19l7. No other industry could have boasted such business growth
and at such speed and “vast scale” with sizable financial backing. Railroad entrepreneurs
were so ambitious that “by the middle fifties the United States, with no more than 5 per
cent of the total world population, had nearly as much rail mileage as the rest of the
world.”6 In the 1 840s, New England found that it had overdone itself in rail
construction; so much that construction almost came to a halt. But other parts of the
country began to show a sharp increase. In the West and South construction sharply
increased. Construction doubled in the Mid-Atlantic States. The Potomac and Ohio
rivers rail system quadrupled in mileage. In the Northwest the overall increase was
eightfold.
From the outset of Reconstruction, Southerners would relinquish their political
and economic power to Northern interests. The handing over of the nation’s political
power to Republicans also reflected the impact of its economic influence throughout the
southern states as well. Not only did Northern Republicans, like Bullock, come South to
take over politically, but they also took over economically by utilizing the South’s former
labor force, ex-slaves, by exploiting them for cheap labor. Many Northern planters came
south to force blacks back to the cotton fields only this time to be ruled by them.7 Many
Northern financiers contributed to the industrialization of the South. Others, both
Republicans and Democrats, used railroad camps as the venue to continue the legacy of
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slavery, but this time making it legal via the 13th Amendment through convict leasing.
For Democrats, it was used as a form of social control. For Republicans, railroad
construction via convict leasing was used as a conduit to wage a second revolution, only
this time an economic one initiated by Northern Republicans to replace the South’s
plantation economy.8
The railroad industry had a history of using forced black labor to work their
projects. Convict leasing was instrumental in laying new tracks across the South after the
war, but before railroad entrepreneurs exploited convict labor, they used slaves to do their
most arduous and laborious work. Blackmon writes, “Southern railroads also became
voracious acquirers of slaves, purchasing them by the hundreds and leasing them from
others for as much as $20 per month in the l850s. By the beginning of the Civil War,
railroads owned an estimated twenty thousand slaves.”9 So at the beginning of
Reconstruction, the South, still seething from the outcome of the war, resisted
relinquishing control over black labor. Southern elites initiated laws that would place
black Americans back into gang labor, a work model that was used during slavery.
During slavery, blacks were grouped together for work and consistently supervised under
imminent threat. It became even more effective after the war within the state penal
system in Georgia, subsequently allowing Northern Republicans like Bullock to utilize
this form of cheap labor. Moreover, during both periods, forced black labor was
strategically used in the pursuit of optimum profitability for interested parties.
All of the early “iron masters” in the southern region relied heavily on slaves to
perform the most grueling menial work. They often cleared property and constructed
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hand-hewn stone. In addition, slaves worked brick furnaces and forges, and gathered
the ore and coal exposed on outcrops or near the surface. As the forges went into
production, slaves were trained to perform the arduous tasks of the blast furnace.
Quickly, experienced owners such as the Ware family and novice industrialists began
trafficking in the specialized category of slaves trained in the skills of making iron.10
About this time, the Grant family, of Grant, Alexander & Company, who Bullock later
partnered with during his involvement with convict leasing, already had been successful
railroad contractors.
Lemuel P. Grant was an antebellum railroad entrepreneur both in
Atlanta and the cotton belt. He helped build the Central Georgia,
the Macon and Western, and the Western and Atlantic Railroads
before the war in partnership with his brother John T. Grant.
During the war Captain Lemuel P. Grant directed the wartime use
of slaves in railroads work as late as 1 864.11
Grant, Alexander & Company had experience working with slaves prior to the war.
Their skill in managing slaves and railroad contracts would become helpful in just a few
years after the war when Bullock contracted with them to assist building his railroads.
Their railroad business acumen would help make Bullock’s economic plans a success.
In pre-war Georgia, the Ware family was a great acquirer of slaves. In the late
183 Os, the Wares purchased a slave named Joe. He was trained in the iron business and
five years later Joe’s price at an auction was $3000. He worked as a hammer man in a
Bibb County forge. Twenty years later the Wares “operated the largest metal works in
the Deep South, largely with skilled slaves.” According to Blackmon, in “the Ware’s
Shelby Iron Works, slaves were the salvation of the operation’s ability to continue
supplying thousands of tons of iron to the Confederacy.” As a Northerner, Ware never
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seriously considered using black labor for this strenuous and arduous work. For
fifteen years he never employed them. It was not until 1859 in a letter written to Joseph
Anderson that he gave the idea thoughtful consideration. Anderson was elated to sell
Ware some of his “well-trained factory slaves.”2 Ware did not buy any directly.
However, he hired a few partners from Alabama who were huge supporters of
industrialism. Ware’s Alabama partners began acquiring slaves for his operation. In fact,
subsequently, Ware’s Shelby Works “was the largest owner of slaves in the county.”3
Ware’s Shelby Works became more ambitious in its efforts to produce and profit
from iron. in 1 862, Shelby Works agreed to produce twelve thousand tons of iron
annually toward the war effort for the Confederate government. This contract effectively
placed operations of the iron works under the control of the Confederacy producing tons
of arsenal and munitions.’4 Ware, a Northerner who relocated to the South as a
businessman, for the first fifteen years never used slaves and afterwards decided to
deploy them for profit becoming the largest slave owner in the county. Instead of directly
hiring the slaves himself, Ware decided to partner with a man who was largely known for
acquiring slaves. Perhaps, Bullock acquiesced in the same manner. Because of his
Northern sensibilities, Bullock voiced his concerns against racism, but soon placed
prosperity over moral discourse. “Initially, Bullock believed that business was more
important than black suffrage;” wrote Duncan, “he did not associate economic
development and profits with the black vote. That position changed dramatically.”5He
voiced the philosophical notion of freedom and equality for all men for business purposes
only. Any signs of instability would hinder his business plans. Bullock seemingly
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observed the principles of free labor for everyone black and white, but he put them all
aside for the growth of the state’s public works and railroad projects re-enslaving blacks
through the penitentiary system.
The Republican Party espoused their freedom for all and free labor ideologies
decades before the war. But this began to wane toward the end of Reconstruction.’6The
Republican’s principles and values during the antebellum and Reconstruction periods
were aligned with the abolitionists and the black American cause for freedom. But
underneath this symbol of humanity was a desire for profit at whatever cost. Republicans
spoke of equality for all, but pragmatically, were less concerned about the demise of
slavery than they were with the dethroning of “King Cotton.”7 The ending of legal
slavery led Northern entrepreneurs to step in and exploit the same cheap labor force for
the advancement of industrialism.
After the War the region changed economically. Agriculture “dramatically”
moved “toward smaller units of production, as freedmen and upcountry whites alike
quickly entered into sharecropping arrangements.” Other Southerners, more than ever
before, quickly moved into trade.’8 There was an upsurge of commercialization
occurring on a larger scale. Land development spiked. Capitalists and businessmen
became “landlords rather than laborlords.” The small railroad centers which provided the
Confederacy with “army supplies, food, and munitions” began humming again. The new
rail lines, built by the Union troops, connected to warehouses and manufacture centers in
the South to northern “urban centers.”
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Financier groups affiliated with the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Baltimore
and Ohio fought for “through routes from the upcountry to outlets in the northeast while
ambitious southern investors looked to send goods overland to emergent ports on the
coast of Virginia.” Strong coastal trading centers such as Charleston and Mobile were
now investing in railroad-affiliated businesses since trading in slaves had ceased and
trading in cotton had diminished. “Yet change in the South remained circumscribed by
customs of culture and commerce,”19Usselman wrote. Although sharecropping and
tenant farming gave freedmen a glimmer of hope for economic independence, “producing
cotton for a depressed world market undercut much of their gains.”20 Furthermore
declining cotton prices were synonymous with low sales, which resulted in a continual
status of debt for many Black Americans.
After a while Republicans began to lose confidence in the freedmen’s ability to
“strike out on their own.” Many Northerners felt that blacks “needed further guidance
and supervision . . . [t]hey had not responded to free-labor incentives in the way they
were supposed to.” They began to believe that the “Yankee temperament and training
did not guarantee the quick fortunes and easy successes that had been fondly
anticipated.”2’Perhaps this was the sentiment that Bullock shared. Maybe he decided
that blacks were not yet ready for full fledged freedom and consented with the Georgia
political and social climate at the time to re-enslave blacks to be used as cheap labor for a
greater good—to rebuild Georgia and increase its treasury through trade via railroad
construction and convict leasing.
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It was the beginning of the industrial age. There was more money to be made
in textile manufacturing and railroads than agriculture. Furthermore, most freedmen
were unwilling to return to the plantations of their former masters, which symbolized
decades of oppressive labor practices. Before the War, the Southern agrarian elites were
in control of the most consistent and reliable cheap labor resource that existed in the
country, black American slaves. Once they became free, some Republicans took control
over that same labor force to fully capitalize and reap the fruits of industrialism. After
all, it was under Republican rule when blacks, fresh out of slavery, were subjected to
unfair labor contract practices by the Freedmen’s Bureau (Bureau of Refugees,
Freedman, and Abandoned Lands). “The contract labor system was enforced by bureau
agents, who refereed agreements between planters and former slaves,”22 argues McFeely.
“[T]he agreements were charters for an involuntary labor system dressed in liberty of
contract.”
Blacks were let down as a result of the unfair labor contracts mediated by the
Freedmen’s Bureau that were initiated by northern thinking men. Another Northern
policy designed to bring black equality but did not was its free labor doctrine. It was
about, first, becoming a wage earner and then, ultimately, an entrepreneur. The
Republicans free labor ideology, which empowered others toward independence,
somehow eluded the recently freed slaves in the South. “The man who labored for
another last year, this year labors for himself and next year he will hire others to labor
for him,”23 said Abraham Lincoln. Furthermore, [if a man] “continue through life in the
condition of the hired laborer, it is not the fault of the system, but because of either a
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dependent nature which prefers it, or improvidence, folly, or singular misfortune. The
free labor system opens the way for all—gives hope to all, and energy, and progress, and
improvement of condition to all.” Meanwhile blacks were subjected to Black Codes,
vagrancy laws, and unfair labor contracts. “The Southern state governments elected
during 1865 had replaced (or to some extent continued) the laws of chattel slavery by
new Black Codes. Furthermore, they placed obstacles in the path of Negroes seeking to
change jobs, even from one plantation to another, so the freedmen would have little
choice but to accept whatever wages were offered them.”24 They were forced back to
plantation life as tenant farmers or sharecroppers. Many were arrested for minor offenses
with excessive sentences and made to work in the South’s convict lease system.25
Freedmen immediately after slavery possessed little to nothing, including land. They
only possessed their ability to work—labor. The South would not easily give up their
profitable labor force. After all, one estimate claims that around 1850 “Negro labor
contributed annually to the wealth of the South about $30,000,000.26
Foremost in the minds of Republicans during Reconstruction was economic
development. They believed that with their ideas of industrialism and financial backing
using state-aid, the South would be transformed into a place of hope and prosperity for
all. They often implemented this vision with the help of southern Democrats who
frequently sat on the boards of railroad companies supporting subsidy bills in the state
legislature.27 Because state governments had a history of encouraging entrepreneurism,
they did not hesitate to support the Republicans’ new railroad programs. As the
Republicans came into power, Southern states invested state-aid in private railroad
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companies. Sometime states would pay these companies directly. In other cases,
Southern governments would establish laws allowing states to approve the issuance of
railroad bonds after minimal miles of track had been previously laid. In most cases, state
aid was not enough. Republicans attracted outside investors to facilitate their goals of
rebuilding the South’s economy. Republicans resorted to actions that contradicted their
principles regarding poor whites and blacks. In Mississippi, for example, railroad
companies were not taxed alleviating the burden from the wealthy and placing it on the
non-wealthy. Other Southern states creatively found cheap labor through leasing a
majority black convict labor force to help entrepreneurs build wealth in the region.28
Cheap penal labor is what fueled railroad construction throughout the South.
Everyone from its inception was for convict leasing.
The provisional governments that assumed control immediately
after the war in Mississippi and Alabama initiated the lease in
those states, and the Republicans who followed them did not
abolish it. In South Carolina in 1872 black Republicans played a
major role in inaugurating the lease, but then two years later helped
bring it to an end. In Louisiana, twenty-four out of twenty-five
black representatives and all four black senators were instrumental
in passing a lease law in 1870; black votes were also crucial in
renewing the lease fifteen years later.29
The primary reason for initiating leases was because of the economical bind the South
found itself in after the war. They could not afford to rebuild destroyed penitentiaries and
cheap labor was needed to rebuild public works and roads within the states. Leasing
became a sensible fix for the South’s economic problems. The lease had become a
complex and ambiguous issue regarding the culture, political, and economic hegemony at
the time.
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In Georgia, under Republican Governor Rufus Bullock’s administration,
railroad construction was deemed successful. He managed to increase the state’s rail line
by six hundred miles.30 His ambition to stimulate inter-state trade in Georgia through the
expansion of railroad tracks was realized as a consequence of his convict leasing
practices. At “railroad camps,” a mostly black convict population was subjected to cruel
treatment and arduous tasks, working in the cut, shoveling dirt with painstaking speed in
excessive heat. Sometimes they would go without bathing for an extended amount of
time, wearing the same clothes for weeks. At other times, they were refused food and
water as punishments.3’Black convicts usually worked from sun up to sun down.
Overseers and guards were quick to discipline convicts using a leather strap that caused
cuts, lacerations, and, in a number of cases, death.32 Slave-like working conditions had
vanished from Georgia plantations but emerged in the state penitentiary via Bullock’s
railroad projects. Antebellum slavery seemed to not have ended but continued in a new
form, convict leasing.
Bullock’s involvement in the railroad industry started before the Reconstruction
era. Before the war, he was affiliated with the Adams Express Company and Southern
Express Company. The Southern Express was formed as a separate entity on the day the
battle of Fort Sumter began. The company quickly gained the support of Confederate
officials, including Confederate President Jefferson Davis. In 1 862, the inspector general
mandated “that all of the [Confederate] government funds were to be transmitted
exclusively by the Southern Express.”33 As the war progressed the Confederate Army
and the Southern Express staffs were so closely related that Bullock became
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superintendent of eastern operations for the Southern Express and then served as a
quartermaster for the Confederacy.34 Bullock was masterful at taking advantage of
opportunities. A year before the war he traveled south from New York working for the
Adams Express Company. A year later, he set aside his Northern anti-slavery principles
and suited up to fight on the side of the Confederacy. Furthermore, he was
commissioned at the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. Immediately after the war, Bullock was
given the responsibility to transport gold that was left in the Confederacy treasury from
South Carolina. By the time he reached Georgia, it was gone; there was no account of
it.35
The slave-like convict labor that Bullock employed was ideal for railroad
construction during this period. “They needed a stable, cheap, and readily available labor
force at a fixed cost, which would not hinder rapid initial construction by quitting, going
on strike, demanding higher wages, or having to be reconstituted at each new section of
the line to be graded.” Relying on free laborers alone for this task would have been
problematic to say the least. Many at the height of cotton season were too busy to work
on the railroads. In addition, poor immigrant laborers who deserted on the slightest
suspicion of impropriety were not practical. Most problematic was the exorbitant wages
as a result of labor shortages. Wages were $1.75 a day on some lines.36
Railroad promoters were notorious for their underestimates of
costs, and this was partly due to these labor difficulties. The
payroll for the Marietta and North Georgia Railroad, which used
both free and convict workers to pierce the Blue Ridge, shows that
nearly 60 per cent of the free laborers worked less than fifteen days
a month. They commonly worked for $1.00 a day. Convict labor,
which might cost the company only the prisoners’ subsistence, or
perhaps an additional $10-$50 per laborer per year as a leasing fee,
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was an ideal solution to these problems.37
Bullock insisted that the railroads be built. Despite the ill treatment of the
convicts, in the back of his mind the ends justified the means. The labor went towards
the good of the public, despite how it was contrived. After all, he did not lease the
convicts to private individuals, mine owners or to private landowners. Doing so would
show a suspicion of egomania on his part and not one, which supports the interests of
others. But, Bullock obviously had misgivings that the abuse would continue under the
supervision of Grant, Alexander and Co. The feeling was so great that Bullock ordered
the military to enforce a sense of civility at the railroad work camps. One Southerner
observed ‘a company of Yankee Soldiers arrived this afternoon, to prevent Alexander,
lessee of the Penitentiary, from making distinction in treatment of white & black
convicts.’38 Although Duncan argued that Bullock showed “sensitivity” of the treatment
of convicts by making sure there was adequate supervision in place, he failed to address
the owners’ lengthy history of abuse. Grant, Alexander and Co. had an extensive history
of managing slaves using harsh discipline tactics to force them to work. Yet, Bullock
signed a contract with them twice with the full knowledge of these practices.
Every state in the South, throughout Reconstruction, had a role in subsidizing the
construction of railroads. Authorities forecasted a significant improvement of the South’s
economy because of the “financial backing” from state governments. Reports of fraud
were pervasive. Millions in bonds and subsidies were embezzled. In North Carolina,
state lawmakers were bribed. In addition, friends of lawmakers were the benefactors of
“extravagant spending and trips to Europe.” After enjoying low taxes for an extended
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period, Southern states increased taxes to pay for the railroads and public works
programs at the citizens’ expense.39 In Georgia, railroad subsidies were handed out in the
form of state bonds. Bullock was prosecuted for misappropriating those state bonds in
Georgia. His dealings with Hannibal I. Kimball, a businessman who produced train cars
but seldom completed the orders, worked closely with Bullock’s railroad programs.
Many of the railways under Bullock’s control were incomplete and funds went missing.40
Kimball, a Connecticut carriage-maker, went into the railroad business
immediately after the War. His specialty was making sleeping cars. Kimball often did
not bother to complete production. During the period between 1868-1871, Kimball
received state aid to construct railroads, but did not finish the projects. Furthermore, a
number of large deposits were made into a bank account that was shared openly with
Governor Bullock.4’ Forty million dollars were authorized for thirty-seven companies by
Bullock and Kimball, but most only existed on paper.42
Bullock, as governor, not only provided the Macon and Augusta Railroad state aid
to help stimulate Georgia’s economy, but he served as its president as well.43 Under the
1869 Act, for every ten miles of railroad track completed, Bullock, as governor, endorsed
$10,000 in state bonds to the Macon and Augusta, as railroad president. This conflict of
interest, being president of the Macon and Augusta and governor of Georgia at the same
time, was apparently not a moral problem for Bullock. Convict leasing was essential to
Bullocks railroad ambitions. “By providing a slave labor force for railroad construction,
Bullock with one stroke divested the state of fiscal responsibility for the penal system and
fostered the “Pubic Works” regarded by Republicans as paramount to the state’s
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economic interest and their own political program.” The contractors were not charged
for the laborers, but they did take over the costs of their upkeep from the state. They
began using blacks with misdemeanor sentences on the railroads as well. In the midst of
constant complaints from the principal keeper regarding maltreatment of the state’s
convicts, Grant, Alexander & Company went forward and used over 200 convicts on the
Macon and Augusta Railroad beginning in 1 869.
Governor Bullock was accused of governing with corruption and fraudulent
practices. Corruption occurred on private railroad companies, but it was also found on
the Western and Atlantic Railroad Company, which was owned by the state under
Bullock’s control. Management staffers increased as old employees were dismissed to be
replaced by people who were political supporters. They were paid well for their loyalty.
Sons of legislators were guaranteed conductor jobs. The auditor, employed by Western
and Atlantic, shamelessly explained his hefty purse by stating one year he saved $30,000
from a $2,000 annual salary. He did it by the most frugal methods. Usselman writes,
“the successful syndicate included 11.1. Kimball, plus conservatives Joseph E. Brown and
John P. King of the Georgia Railroad. Clearly, the excesses of the carpetbag and radical
regimes in the South helped set a new low for the business ethics of the entire nation in
the postwar generation.”45
After complaints of convict abuses, stemming primarily from principal keepers
and convicts, in the form of excessive whippings, food and water rationing, shootings and
killings, and inaccurate recordkeeping, the legislature finally acted. In May 1 870, there
was a joint committee appointed of the state’s house and senate, to investigate the
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conditions of the penitentiary and of its convicts. The members of this committee
included black legislators, Henry McNeal Turner, James Simms, and Senator George
Wallace.46 After conducting their examination of the state’s penitentiary, they concluded
that authorities were doing a fair job. “They found that most punishment was within
bounds but suggested limitations and condemned whipping women prisoners in the nude
in front of males.” The committee further reported that the convicts were being well fed,
clothed, and medical attention was good. Other recommendations addressed improved
record-keeping, less whippings, and “moral instruction.”47
When this report was presented on the floor of the General Assembly, “Turner
sought to amend it and denied having signed it in the first place. Another black legislator
introduced a resolution demanding termination of the lease, and a third called Governor
Bullock a ‘murderer.”48 Even a year later, after Principal Keeper Darnell reported that
management had began to humanely treat convicts (seemingly compelled to do so), many
in Richmond County protested and demanded that the contract with Grant, Alexander &
Company be terminated. They protested against the ‘horrible cruelties that are being
practiced upon the convicts hired to Grant, Alexander & Co. . . . [for example,] whipping
of men to death by heartless and merciless overseers when too sick to perform an equal
amount of work with those in health.’49
Republican Governor Rufus Bullock of Georgia fled both his office and the state
when angry white Democrats took control of the state house in 1871. Facing intimidation
from Klansmen, impeachment and a hostile Democratic legislature soon to convene,
Bullock resigned. “On October 23, nine days before the legislators met, Bullock wrote
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his resignation, effective October 3O.50 There was no distinction of color made for
supporters of black suffrage. The Klan attacked new railroading centers beating black
workers and white supporters. These attacks did not seriously affect the economy in the
South, but did increase racial hostility in the region. Moreover, the South for decades
became isolated from the north and west and continued to remain “a low-wage region in
a high-wage nation.”5’ This isolation, subsequently, had a major impact in keeping the
South economically disadvantaged for decades. Migrating north and west led many in
search of fruitful business and labor opportunities.
Summary Section
Almost immediately after the war America’s population tripled. With this new
growth came a new industrialized economy that impacted the South, but also drew many
people west. The booming railroad industry brought Northern entrepreneurs down south
to take advantage of the opportunity to make hefty profits. This Northern element
brought goals of subjugating Southerners through taking over their governments and
economy. Bullock was one of these Northerners. He left Albion, New York and made
Augusta, Georgia his new home one year prior to the War breaking out, sent as an agent
with the Adams Express Company. During the war, Bullock wore the Confederate
uniform and earned the title Lieutenant Colonel. After the war, he became governor,
ready to implement his plan to restore the state’s economy by stimulating interstate trade
through newly constructed rail lines.
While Reconstruction initiated the convict lease system throughout the South to
foster railroad construction, slaves were used in the same manner for the same kind of
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labor. Slaves labored on railroads. During the War, they were chosen by default
because white Southerners were fighting against Union troops. Among those who
managed slaves on railroads were the Grant brothers of Grant, Alexander & Co. The
Grant firm contracted with Bullock later during Reconstruction to build railroads. They
used mostly black convicts leasing them to the firm for public works and railroad
projects. The Grants were experienced in disciplining blacks, forcing them to work at
breakneck speed. After initially experiencing problems with Grant’s abuse of the
convicts, resulting in harsh treatments, even deaths, Bullock renewed the contract upon
their promise to do a better job. It had been so barbarous that he sent in the military to
supervise the firm.
Many of the blacks ended up working on the rail lines via convict leasing because
they were arrested for mostly minor offenses. After the War, labor for blacks was
limited. The Freedmen’s Bureau provided agents that served as mediators between
former slaveholdcrs and freedmen producing labor contracts that were less than fair.
Sharecropping and tenant farming were a step up from slavery yet it was limited. One of
the tenets of the free labor ideology was that an individual could pick up and travel at
their own will to find work for a decent wage. However, most black sharecroppers
remained tied to land and became indebted to landowners primarily because of low
cotton sales, a result of a depressed world market. Furthermore, wages were low because
of the wage-low depressed region. Consequently, blacks could not liberally participate in
the free labor ideology that was espoused by their “ally” the Republican Party.
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Bullock was seen by many as a corrupt carpetbagger who came to Georgia to
fleece the state’s economy. Southerners also did not like his mantra of freedom and
equality for all. He was tried in court because of allegations of fraud regarding state-aid
bonds and the lack of completed railroads. He was acquitted but had no choice but to
leave the state in 1871 because of pending impeachment charges and a newly formed
Democratic legislature.
Railroad construction was big business. Bullock knew this and decided to
capitalize upon it. As governor of Georgia, he used state bonds to further his economic
plans. He also benefited financially as president of the Augusta & Macon Railroad
Company. But with all the rhetoric about railroad expansion, the mistreatment and
deaths of black convicts seemed to not register with Bullock more than fostering trade in
Georgia. Previous studies have only addressed Bullock’s role in fraud and corruption
charges regarding his railroad endeavors. But more importantly what was his
contribution to the inhumane treatment of men pushed to the limits of human endurance?
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CHAPTER 5
“AT BREAKNECK SPEED”
[H]e was called Smoky. . . They commenced whipping him on the 2d day of the month,
seemed to be whpping him at intervals each day up to the 8”. I was in/örmed that he died
on the He was whipped by James, I told James he was a dying man then, and that
he ought to quit whipping him. He said he wanted to kill him; that he was no account,
and Grant, Alexander & Co. could not afJbrd to feed him for nothing.2
—Richard M. Edmonds, prisoner on the Air-Line Railroad
It was John Darnell, Georgia’s second postwar Principal Keeper for the state’s
Penitentiary under Bullock, who revealed to the General Assembly the ill-treatment of its
convicts. In his 1870 Principal Keeper’s Report, Darnell cautioned the legislators about
pardons that were approved close to the end of convict sentences. In addition, he had not
“under the circumstances, had any control of the property belonging to the Penitentiary,
nor of the convicts confined. . . “ He further complained that convicts were worked on
the Sabbath, which was against the law. The convicts were being worked late until 10
PM and started out early in the dark morning hours, way before dawn. Darnell reported
that the chosen method of discipline within the Penitentiary was whipping and that he
personally “saw Mr. Alexander whip on one occasion.”4 In one case, Darnell reported
that when corporal punishment was administered to a convict, he immediately died.
Whipping “as a punishment for crime was abolished” and outlawed in the state, a
measure that passed three years back during its 1867 Constitution Convention.5
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In some instances, the death of convicts had never been reported. Darnell
wrote, “Clothing of a convict was brought in to me with the statement by the guard that
the convict had escaped, but the clothing was bloody and perforated with bullets. If the
convict was killed, no report was ever made to me of this fact.”6 He did not further
interrogate the guard to get a more detailed account of how frequent these incidents had
occurred. However, Darnell was the impetus for a broader investigation conducted by
the state’s House and Senate joint-committee, which convened in Milledgeville, GA in
1870 regarding the treatment of its convicts under the Bullock administration.
But this scene unfortunately did not occur in a vacuum. During Reconstruction in
the South, many Southern states put its mostly black convict population through grueling
and laborious work to improve their economy, all in the name of modernity. Ironically, it
was the provisional governors, pursuant to the Reconstruction Acts, who initiated these
efforts. The military provisional governor of Mississippi, in 1866, offered a major
planter $18,000 to work convicts outside of the penitentiary breaking previous trends of
working them on the inside. In 1867, while the Arkansas’s governor was in financial dire
straits, he made a proposal to the state legislature to lease its convicts for a term of two
years until a better solution was found. Virginia worked its convicts outside of its
penitentiary on state railroads.7 The Republican Party supplied men who became
provisional governors all over the South. These were the same men that belonged to a
party that vociferously, philosophically, supported equal treatment in states like Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and South Carolina. These were also the same men that
made the decision to completely “farm out” a majority black convict population during
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the Reconstruction era. Georgia’s penitentiary was especially plagued with inhumane
treatment of its convicts. Mancini wrote, “if Alabama was the state where leasing lasted
the longest . . . Georgia’s leasing history shows the practice in its least diluted form.”8
The farming out practice, as many described it in Georgia, involved working
convicts outside the walls of the penitentiary. It was the undignified treatment of
convicts in a system previously designed to rehabilitate and correct souls making them
better citizens. But, often the contrary was found. One Southerner observed,
In some states where convict labor is sold to the highest bidder the
cruel treatment of the helpless human chattel in the hands of
guards is such as no tongue can tell nor pen. Prison inspectors find
convicts herded together, irrespective of age; confined at night in
shackles; housed sometimes, as has been found, in old box cars;
packed almost as closely as sardines in a box. During the day all
are worked under armed guards, who stand ready to shoot down
any who may attempt to escape from this hell upon earth—the
modern American bastile. Should one escape, the bloodhounds,
trained for the purpose, are put upon his track, and the chances are
that he will be brought back, severely flogged and put in double
shackles, or worse.9
The observer particularly described the whipping bosses of Georgia as heartless. This
firmly supports Mancini’s analysis of Georgia’s penitentiary system regarding its
inhumane treatment to convicts.
Of all the degrading positions, to our mind, that of the whipping
boss in the Georgia penitentiary system is the worst. . . He stands
over his pinioned victim and applies the lash on the naked,
quivering flesh of a fellowman. Plies it hard enough to lacerate the
flesh and send the blood coursing down the bruised back and sides
from the gaping and whip-cord cuts; and just think of the
mercilessness, the inhumanity, the bestiality of the sentiment that
can drive the lash deeper and deeper through the cuts and gashes
on the body of a human being, white or black . . . just as a cool,
calculating business for a very niggardly stipend.’°
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The end result was profit. “Hundreds of Southern fortunes have been amassed by this
enslavement of criminals.” The bottom line was appealing to a businessman like
Bullock. The initial temporary solution for a destroyed penitentiary, the implementation
of convict leasing, was ideal for Bullock’s plans for railroad construction.
Convict leasing, during Reconstruction in Georgia was designed to produce
railroads quickly. The railroads were created usually at the expense of the convict’s
health and well-being; but more importantly for the benefit of eager businessmen
anticipating hefty profits. “The Lease system was tailor-made for capitalists concerned
only with making money fast,” argued Edward L. Ayers. The fact that lessees did not
have to worry about associated exorbitant costs, fighting among workers, or an
inconsistent, unreliable labor pooi made convict labor ideal for entrepreneurs. It was a
machine that did not value its laborers that was more concerned with the speed of
production and profit. This was reflected in the treatment of its convicts. Lichtenstein
argued that previous limited explanations of the upsurge of “commercial centers” that
emerged out of postwar cities in the South, particularly Atlanta “rising from the ashes,”
historically never addressed the strenuous convict labor that was involved. Railroads
sprung up all over Georgia thanks to convict labor, initially, under Republican rule. “The
rigors of grading railroad beds at breakneck speed shaped the initial conditions of labor
for Georgia’s postwar It was the fast pace and rigorous labor that was forced
upon the majority black convict population that fueled Bullock’s dreams of railroad
expansion throughout the state to connect economically with the rest of the country for
trade.
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In an effort to streamline production by working convicts at breakneck speed to
complete railroad projects in a timely manner, lessees leaned heavily on what they knew
best. To force a majority black convict population to labor within time constraints, the
traditional methods of coercion from slavery were reintroduced, only this time into the
state’s penal system. Bullock’s penitentiary system was littered with remnants of the old
antebellum slavery era with overseers, whipping bosses, and black who were over
worked and dispensable. But the attitude toward penal labor and a caste of slave-like
convicts, historically, went beyond Georgia, the South, and even America. The
exploitation of convict or penal labor for profit was not a unique phenomenon of the
Reconstruction period; it had roots as far back as the discovery of the New World and
even Ancient Rome. Convict leasing was an extension of capitalism and slavery. Before
Bullock and convict leasing in Georgia can be examined, an understanding of
industrialism and slave labor is needed.
In generations past, the engine of industrialism involved both capitalism and
slavery. According to Eric Williams, well before antebellum slavery in the South, the use
of”negro” slave labor for pecuniary gains finds its origin around the discovery of the
New World. Because of dissention between Spain and Portugal over colonial
“possessions,” they both argued that they were well in compliance with a papal bull
proclaimed in 1455 that called for the reducing of “infidel peoples to servitude.” Because
both powers were Catholic, they sought the Pope for a resolution. In 1493, the Pope
issued a number of papal bulls, which divided the colonial “possessions.” Portugal
possessed the East and Spain the West. Portugal continued to be dissatisfied and in 1494
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the Treaty of Tordesillas was reached giving Brazil to Portugal. While both the papal
arbitration and the compromise from the treaty were repudiated, other countries:
England, France, Denmark and Holland subsequently challenged the Papacy and its
authority to arbitrarily assign territories to nations at his whim.’3 This laid the ideological
foundation for the paradigm that European countries adopted to exploit “infidel peoples”
to fuel their capitalistic plans. This gave way to the tradition of accumulating land and
the search for reliable and cheap labor to propel society into industrialism and modernity.
Industrialism could not exist without land and labor. An abundance of good land
and a consistent labor pool were needed to work large crops such as tobacco and cotton.
“Labor, that is, must be constant and must work, or be made to work, in co-operation,”
argued Williams. Before “negro” slavery the underclass was used to help profit the elites
during ancient times. For example, in Ancient Greece, slavery was heavily depended on
to fortify the Roman Empire. “Slavery was regarded as a natural and legitimate social
institution in all ancient civilizations. Supplying manpower that could be exploited by
the slave owners—private persons or religious, state, or municipal bodies—it served
primarily an economic function,” Sellin writes.14
For Bullock, the compulsion to use the poor and convicted, who had just been
emancipated from slavery, probably seemed natural in the context of industry and profit.
Furthermore, perhaps he reasoned that this labor would be a temporary solution that
would go toward a common good: for public works and repairing the state’s railroads.
Similarities between these periods, Ancient Rome and Reconstruction in the South, are
apparent. In ancient times, primarily, the poor: “peasants, laborers, and slaves” were
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controlled by the “land-owning aristocracy” where farming was the main industry.’5
During Reconstruction, the poor were controlled by the industrial-elites capitalizing from
their cheap labor to sustain favorable profits. Both had ambitions to participate in
domestic and foreign trade. The discovery of America and the Cape route to India led the
way to international mercantilism, which fostered trade worldwide.
The commonality among these societies is that for industry to succeed, slaves or
during Reconstruction newly freed slaves, would have to be exploited for the benefit of
society and elite profiteers. This is where the similarities end. The conditions for slaves
in ancient times compared to the antebellum South varied somewhat. Historically, some
slaves enjoyed many rights while others did not. In Athens, for example, there existed
both public and private slaves. Public slaves often maintained positions of responsibility
based on their legal status. Today, they would be deemed as state, county or municipal
employees cleaning streets, working as law enforcement officers, clerks, road
construction workers, accountants or other civil positions. On the other hand, private
slaves were domestic servants, field hands, and laborers. Athenian slave-owners
sometimes hired out their slaves or allowed them to learn a trade. Both public and
private slaves’ earnings always “belonged to his master.” The state’s slaves or public
slaves were deemed experts and professionals in their trained fields. These slaves were
well treated; however, private slaves in Ancient times received no such “privileges” or
treatments. Some masters would,
[t]reat them like animals and whip and goad them so that they the
souls of their slaves three times—no, a thousand times—more
slavish than they were. They believed in treating the slave with
kindness and moral instruction, but they also believed that any
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and every misconduct should not go unpunished.’6
The belief was that if one would use a vituperative tone when communicating with slaves
it would keep them disciplined. It was frowned upon to be cordial with slaves because it
would “spoil” them and make their existence as servants even harsher; it would make it
difficult to maintain authority over them.
Once colonization began in America, punishments used during slavery from
ancient times in Europe were already being used as legal punishment and accepted as
appropriate for all low status persons. Persons of privilege were exempt from slave-like
punishments. Naturally, settlers of the New World brought along with them their “legal
institutions” including modes of punishment. Some of those methods of punishments
were “the whipping posts, the stocks, the pillory, the stake, the wheel, the gallows, the
gibbet, the branding iron, and instruments of torture and mutilation” stemming from their
“homelands”: Spain, Portugal, France and England. Sellin wrote,
[O]nce settled, these colonists even revived a punishment long
since abandoned in their mother country—penal slavery—and
fashioned a social institution which would put an indelible stamp
on the penal systems of later centuries. That institution was chattel
slavery, an outgrowth of servitude by indenture.’7
The role of the indentured servant was to assure that the colonists [masters] would never
have to tend to menial tasks of labor. Customarily the immigrant, turned potential
servant, would be brought over to the New World by a ship’s captain who wanted to
make a profit. In turn, the colonist in receipt of the servant would pay the captain and the
colonist would benefit from the servant’s menial labor for up to seven years or longer in
the case of children. This “labor contract” was known as the indenture. During this
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period of servitude, they would be sold or given to other masters. Servants had no
control over how they would be treated. After the servant was freed from the labor
contract, he or she would no longer be bound to his master. Once released, the former
servant would sometimes experience hardships because they were no longer benefactors
of their master’s “largess.”18
Georgia convict leasing, during Bullock’s time, was a combination of both
indentured servitude and slavery. The indenture was the period that the convict was
sentenced to but also each convict became the property of the state thereby infusing the
elements of indentured servitude and chattel slavery. Furthermore, the harsh treatment
that the convicts endured was explicitly a relic from the antebellum period and even an
extension of ancient times as well. The convicts under Bullock’s penitentiary system
experienced whippings, goading, torture, long work days and food deprivation.
The first group of blacks that landed in British Colonial America began as
indentured servants and later the courts legally turned them into slaves.
Nearly two and a half centuries had passed since twenty black men
and women were landed in Virginia from a Dutch ship. From this
tiny seed had grown the poisoned fruit of plantation slavery,
which, in profound and contradictory ways, shaped the course of
American development. Even as slavery mocked the ideals of a
nation supposedly dedicated to liberty and equality, slave labor
played an indispensable part in its rapid growth, expanding
westward with the young republic, producing the cotton that fueled
the early industrial revolution.’9
The first blacks that were brought to Virginia in 1619 were probably, according to Sellin,
indentured servants. But there after, blacks slowly became “property, real or personal, of
their masters.”2°For example, after 1640, in Maryland and Virginia, blacks were sold
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into “lifelong slavery.” As a result, chattel slavery became fortified in the South where
the dominant agricultural crops of tobacco, rice, sugar, and cotton became increasingly
profitable.
Before postwar Georgia leased out its convicts to railroad companies, local
plantations practiced leasing out slaves to work on railroad projects. The precursor to
convict leasing was fairly conspicuous with the use of “leased” slave labor in the iron
industry and railroad construction. In maintaining iron production toward the war effort
companies such as Shelby Works, a major contractor for the Confederacy, relied heavily
upon slave labor because most of the white convicts were forced to fight under
compulsion by the governor. Their only alternative was to use slave labor. This was a
practice that was already implemented by railroad companies throughout the South.
Slave agents were usually hired to obtain slaves from nearby plantations along with
mules to help in this effort. According to Blackmon, “leased slave laborers typically cost
$120 a year near the beginning of the war, but their cost more than doubled by the crisis
years of 1864 and 1865.” The cost of slave laborers’ with a specific skill set sometimes
increased to more than $500 for carpentry and iron-making. The men did most of the
“back-breaking work” but there were also a number of women and children to do smaller
tasks.2’
The slaves called the company’s overseer “boss” or sometimes “captain.” The
owner, not the overseer, disciplined and punished the leased slaves. Whenever a slave
would attempt to escape or had disciplinary problems, the overseer would communicate
this to the owner and waited for instructions on how to resolve the issue. The
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punishments that were meted out by the owners “were often harsh and extreme, even
tortuous by modem sensibilities.” However, many did not permit brutal treatment
because it had a negative impact on the company’s financial bottom line.22
Early in Georgia’s convict leasing practices, the first two leases requested 100
able-bodied convict laborers, which reflected an earlier industrialist advertisement during
the war in 1863, was placed by the Empire State Iron and Coal Mining Company of
Trenton, Georgia to “hire or buy, 100 able-bodied hands, to be employed.” According to
Blackmon, Southern government officials found the “reintroducing” of forced black labor
as a response to their ruined economy resulting from the war “an inherently practical
method of eliminating the cost of building prisons and returning blacks to their
appropriate positions in society.” Furthermore, “forcing convicts to work as part of
punishment for an ostensible crime was clearly legal too” because of the Thirteenth
Amendment “permitting involuntary servitude as a punishment for ‘duly convicted’
criminals.”23
From the onset of the emancipation of the Southern slave, whites refused to
become reconciled to black Americans’ newly freed status. The use of black convict
labor was indicative of the South’s continual attitude toward blacks. Southerners only
recognized blacks for their economic benefits as cheap and disposable labor in the same
way slaveholders did. “The lessees regarded black labor as a commodity inseparable
from the convicts themselves, much as slaveholders had regarded slaves. But in the New
South the ‘social death’ entailed by the enslavement of the laborers was ostensibly rooted
in their criminality, not just their race.”24 Although the country saw the legal demise of
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slavery, it appeared to have been resurrected amidst the emergence of a South
stretching towards modernity. This transformation was crystallized in its penitentiary
systems.
It was during antebellum slavery that blacks were oppressed purely on the basis of
race, however, during the Reconstruction era, beliefs of the day placed the label of
prejudice not only on race, but simultaneously on the perceived criminality of Black
Americans. Many believed that blacks were of no social value. The sentiments were
reflected in anti-black laws of the South that kept them from experiencing full freedoms
that were established for their white counterparts. Furthermore, blacks had no other
value except an economic one. There was no other use for Black Americans except as
cheap labor. As a result, the racial and criminal disdain for convicts collectively, vis-à
vis the “social death” of blacks was turned into an acceptable mechanism whereby capital
and labor arrived at a nexus fueling industrialism during the Gilded Age in Georgia.25
The Black Codes of 1865-1866 along with local vagrancy laws and exploitative labor
contracts remanded Black Americans back into slave-like conditions as sharecroppers,
tenant farmers and convict laborers in the penitentiary system. Former slave-owners
devised a plan to regain control of black labor. immediately after emancipation, for
instance, the Alabama legislature passed a law providing children of freed blacks who
were deemed unfit parents to be “apprenticed” back to their former masters. Yet others
believed that stricter laws should be in place to force blacks to fulfill their labor
contracts.26
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Georgia, under the Bullock administration, saw fit to use its majority black
convict labor force as a means to rebuild its railroads. Repairing and replacing its
railroad system was a sure way to bolster Georgia’s economy to its prewar levels. On 8
November 1868 Bullock leased out state convicts by contracting with John Thomas Grant
a “pioneer builder of Georgia railroads and lifelong Democrat.” Bullock promised to
provide Grant, Alexander, and Company up to 500 convicts to work on the Macon and
Bmnswick Railroad at $10 each per year. Because of Grant’s “inhumane treatment” of
the state’s convicts, there were a number of deaths reported. Furthermore, on June 28,
1869, Bullock contracted again with Grant’s company, this time leasing out the entire
penitentiary promising to treat the convicts humanely.27
The lease system in Georgia was problematic in a number of ways. First, the
Principal Keeper was prevented from carrying out his duties. Immediately after
sentencing, some convicts were sent directly to the railroad camps instead of the
penitentiary. The Principal Keeper was responsible for keeping an accurate record of all
convicts including name, age, sex, charge, sentences, medical information and etc. As a
result of convicts bypassing the penitentiary and immediately reporting to camps to work,
many convicts went unaccounted.
Grant, Alexander & Company did not always forward the proper information to
the Principal Keeper. As a result, the information was not included in the annual report,
which presented a different penitentiary to the state’s General Assembly. To further
complicate things, Grant, Alexander & Co. was responsible for several railroad
companies: Air-Line Railroad, Macon and Brunswick Railroad, Western Atlantic
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Railroad, and Macon & Augusta Railroad. The records for each company were not
accurately kept.28
Another problem with the state’s penitentiary system under Bullock was the hours
that the convicts worked. It was reported that convicts would start work early in the
morning when it was still dark and work well into the evening. This was similar to the
way slaves were worked during slavery, from “can’t-see-to-can’t-see.” A guard, Vaughn,
who was employed by Grant, Alexander & Co., reported that convicts who worked late
and on Sundays were usually paid. He stated that they were paid with “tobacco, money
and provisions.” They would get paid fifteen to twenty cents an hour building coffins.29
Another guard, Elijah C. Ellison, a twenty-four year old that was also employed with
Grant, Alexander & Co. for nine months stated “convicts worked on Sundays mostly
during the day. They were paid with tobacco, but no money.”3°
The convicts had a different account. Hubbard Cureton, a twenty-year-old waiter
from Coweta County who subsequently moved to Atlanta, was convicted and sentenced
to serve time in the state penitentiary under Grant, Alexander & Co. Cureton was sent to
the chain-gang “[for sleeping with a white woman,” as he put it. He was sentenced to
twelve months. He was not pardoned. Cureton stated that he was tried in Fulton County,
Georgia by Judge Pope in October of 1868. Of his twelve months sentence, for eight
months he had worked under Grant, Alexander & Co.3’ Cureton stated, “[w]e were woke
up at 4, got breakfast and got to work at 5 o’clock, or day-break.” They quit work “about
deep dark.” The convicts rose early before dawn, speedily ate breakfast and were
immediately sent out to the “works” to shovel dirt on the railroad for Grant, Alexander &
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Co. After working all day, they would return at night. The convicts complained
about not being well-fed and the sick often lacked medical attention.32
Another problem that existed within Bullock’s penal system was that of pardons.
Many of the convicts were not released on schedule. Also, according to the lease
contract signed by Grant, Alexander & Co., Rufus Bullock and John Harris, upon a
convict’s release he was to be given a suit and money for transportation to return home.
This was not always the case.
In the case of William Grant (No relation to the owner), a 23-year-old man born
in Chatham County, Georgia he had been sentenced to three years. He worked as a
wagon-driver at the penitentiary.33 According to the Principal Keeper, Grant was
scheduled to be discharged in August of 1869, but he was released a month later in
September. He did not receive pay for the additional month of stay. Furthermore, he had
no way of returning home from the penitentiary. He stated that Alexander promised him
funds so that he could get home. Grant stated that according to Principal Keeper Darnell,
he was pardoned by the Governor and his civil rights were restored.34 In addition, he was
not given a “citizen’s suit of clothing” when he was discharged. This was a condition of
the signed contract between Bullock and Grant, Alexander & Co. that was not followed
or at best not followed consistently.35 He stated that he was treated worse under Grant,
Alexander & Co. than under Fort & Printup on the Rome Railroad, another railroad
lessee in Georgia.
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The state squeezed an additional month of labor out of Jesse Lamb, a resident
of Newton County. In another case of convicts not being released on schedule, Major A.
H. Lee, a representative and resident in Newton County stated that:
Jesse Lamb, of Newton County, of whom the Governor told me he
would issue a pardon, and the same afternoon Mr. Lester, the
Governor’s Secretary, informed that the pardon had been issued.
Lamb did not get home until about a month later. About two
weeks after the pardon was granted, I met Mr. Alexander in the
city of Atlanta, and he told me he had the pardon in his pocket; that
he would release Mr. Lamb as soon as he reached him.36
Yet in another instance, Bullock released a convict clearly too soon. Thorton
Hightower was a 24-year-old farmer who was born in Greene County, Georgia.
Hightower was a member of the Ku Klux Klan. He and thirteen other members were
arrested for assault with intent to murder. I-Ic was sentenced to four years in the state
penitentiary. Hightower was sentenced on 15 October 1869 and was pardoned by
Bullock in June, 1870. His civil rights were restored.37 It appears conspicuous, at best,
and at worst contemptible, that during an extremely racially volatile period in Georgia’s
history and with the emergence of the Ku Klux Klan, a Klansman would be released
within eight months of a four year sentence for terrorizing Black Georgians during a
Republican governor’s tenure.
Another blatant area of neglect toward black convicts can be seen through the
penitentiary’s medical facilities. The penitentiary employed a number of doctor’s to look
after convicts who should happen to fall ill or need medical attention. There were
occasions when doctors, employed by Grant, Alexander & Co., purposefully
misdiagnosed and misappropriated causes of death regarding convicts who died while
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working in the “cut” shoveling dirt. Dr. S.G. White, employed by Grant, Alexander
& Co. and one of the doctor’s who worked within the penitentiary, examined a convict
that had been whipped by one of Grant’s overseers, a man known as Captain Potts. In a
duplicitous effort to explain the findings of the death, White stated, “He was dead when I
arrived. I attended the post-mortem examination at the Coroner’s inquest the next day.
1-fe died from disease of the heart.” When questioned about his opinion on whether the
whipping had anything to do with the convict’s death, White stated, “I do not. None
whatever. He might have died in his bed. The immediate cause was from excessive heat.
There were no signs of violence on his person.” When Henry McNeal Turner, state
legislator and House member who sat on the joint committee, asked the doctor, “do you
think that whipping would create a greater excitement than heat from the sun?, White
stated, “It might.” He did not know whether the excitement of the beating would have a
more immediate impact on the convict’s death than the heat from the sun.
White further showed his bias when asked by Mr. Hillyer, the joint committee
chair, “In your judgment, are the prisoners well clothed, well fed, and are the sick well
provided with medicines, medical attention and proper diet by Grant, Alexander & Co.?”
White responded:
They are well fed, having an abundance of good meat and bread,
often vegetables, fruit, etc. The company gave me permission to
order any medicines, food, or even luxuries for the sick that I
thought proper. As a general rule the convicts have been
remarkably healthy, and I have never seen the same class receive
more attention in former years.38
It was quite clear here that Dr. White was biased in his assessment of the treatment of the
convicts under Bullock. Furthermore, White wanted his audience to believe that black
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convicts, were given improved food, medicine and received better overall treatment
than former slaves. The reports of deaths during this period suggest that treatment of the
convicts, according to Dr. White, begged for a second opinion. The opinion of the
county coroner, for example, refuted Grant’s physician’s testimony.
Mr. Cushing, the Coroner of Baldwin County, held five investigations on convicts
between 1869 and 1870 which included post-mortem examinations that were led by Dr.
White. None of the verdicts of the jury, involving Dr. White’s report came back “death
by whipping.”39 The Coroner submitted books and reports to the committee. The books
revealed that on 9 July, Luke Arnold was found hung. On 29 July, Caleb Dickson died as
a result of a diseased heart. On 6 August, Ned Hightower was killed, Evans Scott died
from heat exposure and Bill Rose was killed.4° Three died on the same day. All of the
above-mentioned deceased convicts were whipped prior to their death; however, White’s
examination did not suggest, even in part, that their deaths were related to their being
disciplined.
There were occasions when convicts were sent to the hospital for treatment as a
result of being whipped. But, once they were in the presence of the physician they
experienced more discipline. They received the same treatment that the overseers and
guards administered to convicts for not working as fast as they desired. James Maxwell, a
prisoner under the care of Grant, Alexander & Co., said “the [sick] were sent to the
hospital, but were not taken care of as sick persons. Dr. Griffin was the physician in the
hospital. I saw him beat a man in there once with a big stick, who died in ten minutes
afterwards.” He said to the man, “God damn you; you are not sick; you have just came
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here to lay up.” He claimed the convict from Fulton County just wanted to lay up in
the hospital and not work. Maxwell further stated that Dr. Griffin had beat three or four
other sick convicts; however, these beatings did not result in any deaths.4’
Maxwell was not the only witness to these beatings, there was a white man from
Macon named Smith who was also there. “There was another white man present; do not
know his name; do not know where he was from. This occurred at stockade No. 1, on
Macon & Brunswick Railroad.” One of the men was a guard by the name of Smith. The
other was a visitor. The visitor, at the time of the beating reportedly said, “that is right;
damned negroes are no account any way.” Maxwell saw the convict from Fulton County
dead after the beating. There was no inquest or autopsy initiated. Maxwell with the help
of George Osborn, Old Man Arthur and a man named Sam buried the man.
In another incident, Maxwell remarked about seeing two men die after being
whipped”. . . one was named Sutton, the other was named Quinzy.” Sutton died
instantly.
About twenty minutes afterwards he was thrown on to a dump-
cart, which was loaded with dirt, was carried off and poured out
with the dirt into a fill. He was whipped by Potts first, with the
strap; Jesse DeVaney whipped him next, with a cart-line. Think he
received about 500 lashes. This occurred on the Macon &
Brunswick Railroad, at stockade No. 2, in the month of April,
1869.42
Quinzy died within 24 hours.
He was whipped in the cut where he was working. After he was
whipped he was taken out by some men and put in the shade of a
tree; I then carried him to the hospital in a cart. This man said to
his comrade, when he brought him soup, that he did not want
anything to eat, that he was already beat to death, that his back felt
like it was all broken loose inside. The doctor then came in and
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run his comrade out. Well prisoners were not allowed in the hospital.
Again, there was no inquest conducted. They buried Quinzy immediately after he died,
“just as soon as I could make the box and put him into it.” It took about 25 minutes to
make the coffin. “I assisted in burying him, also. This occurred at stockade No. 1,
Macon & Brunswick Railroad, about 4 or 5 weeks after Sutton died. He was buried
about 150 yards from the stockade.”43
The restriction on Georgia’s black convict practices of religion and participation
in religious rituals under Bullock’s administration also illustrated the social inequality
that existed. Perhaps penitentiary officials believed that black convicts had no soul.
They were perceived as less than human. This would explain the over-working of the
convicts as farmers would overwork their livestock. This attitude gave impressions of
barbarity and savagery towards black convicts. Maxwell said that he worked with
different railroad companies under Grant, Alexander Co. and all the prisoners were
treated the same way. They did not perform religious rituals over the prisoners because it
was not allowed. “No it was not allowed. They said when prisoners commenced that
they had hell in them.” Prisoners attempted to hold prayer meetings, but they were often
stopped by Mr. Alexander and his men.44
During this period, Georgia’s penitentiary made little to no provisions to separate
the male and female convicts. They slept in the same stockade, but in separate rooms. At
times, both male and female convicts worked together outside. In many instances, the
female convicts had to relieve themselves in front of male convicts. “They had to do
their business right in the cuts where they worked, the same as the men did. It was taken
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out in the wheelbarrows and carts.” Also, the female convicts were often punished
with men present. They were whipped in front of men, “I saw their bare skin myself,”
said one observer.45 The women each received twenty lashes with the single strap.
Typically, they were punished for arguing with other female convicts or not working as
fast as others. There were no white women in the penitentiary. There once was but
Alexander set her free. One convict said, “one started there, and I heard Mr. Alexander
say he turned her loose. He was talking to the guard; I was working in the cut. He said
his wife was a white woman, and he could not stand it to see a white woman worked in
such places.”46
There were about twenty women working on the Air-Line Railroad. They worked
around men, shoveling dirt and driving carts. There were no separate accommodations
for the women to relieve themselves. They had to go right where they were working in
front of the men. They were kept in the same stockades but separate rooms. The
overseers there were Wing, Potts, Wages, Jesse DeVaney, George DeVaney and Pounds.
At times there were too many women assigned to driving carts so the extra women were
sent over to the cut to shovel dirt. There is no record of women being whipped at the Air
Line Railroad, but there were cases at the Griffin & North Alabama Railroad. They were
beaten with the same force as men but with fewer licks. They were:
whipped with the same strap I saw them whip the men with. They
got from 15 to 25 licks, about driving carts and quarreling with
each other. They were whipped on the bare skin, in the same
position and on the same part of person as the men were. Their
clothes were pulled over their heads. They were whipped by
Captain Wing. Saw three whipped in that way. They were
whipped in the presence of the men. Neither Grant nor Alexander
was there at the time they were whipped.47
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James Maxwell stated that there were thirteen women working at the penitentiary. He
saw a few whipped:
for the same reason, and with the same things, the men were; on
the bare skin, and in the same way the men were; the oniy
difference, is they were not bucked, but were required to take a
similar position; when they refused to keep themselves in position,
men were made to hold them so; the clothes were pulled over their
heads; they were whipped in the presence of the men; have seen
them get from 15 to 50 lashes—15 was the lowest.48
Besides the mixing of the male and female convicts at work, convicts were also
shackled. There were also a number of convicts double shackled to prevent escape. The
convicts usually slept in their beds while wearing the chains.49 The shackles were
described as “a long chain passed through the stockade on each side of the passage-way,
where the bunks are; prisoners were fastened to that with the chain that is attached to the
shackles.”5°Shackling convicts was a common practice under the Bullock
administration. The reason for black convicts being doubled shackled was to prevent
escape. The overseer or guard had no authority to take off the shackles. They were sent
from the “works” doubled shackled and they were ordered not to take them off. They
were at times double shackled at the penitentiary before they were sent out for work.
Female convicts were not shackled. When they were sent out to work on the railroad,
sometimes their shackles were removed and other times they were not. This was
contingent on their behavior at the time.5’
The most criticized aspect of convict leasing in the South and the most
recognizable symbol of convict leasing abuses would be the whipping of convicts.
Convicts were usually whipped because of presumed laziness. They were beaten using a
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paddle described as “a piece of leather 8 or 10 inches long and 3 or 4 inches wide,
fastened to a wooden handle.”52 The convicts were punished by the overseer(s) and
guards, but on occasions the lessees as well. For instance, Clayton Vaughn a fifty-year-
old South Carolinian who worked as Overseer and Agent for Grant, Alexander & Co.
punished convicts along with Mr. Alexander.53
The reasons for whipping convicts, according to Vaughn, were “for escaping,
attempting to escape; for fighting one with another; for not working without being
induced to do so by other modes.” He believed “that whipping as a mode of punishment,
has a tendency to reform the convicts.” When asked “Do you not believe that it
[whipping] tends to denigrate a man’s moral nature more than any other mode of
punishment?” Vaughn stated, “I cannot say that it does.”54 He believed that whipping
was the best mode of punishment. He stated that the firm did not use any other form of
punishment besides withholding favors. Vaughn did not believe that the punishment
meted out by Grant, Alexander & Co. was severe.
There were various accounts of how convicts were being punished. C. Tilden, a
thirty-eight year old Canadian and Bookkeeper for the Penitentiary from August 10, 1868
until January 20, 1869 under 0. Walton, the Principal Keeper, saw a black convict
working as a “wagoner” bucked and whipped on the naked skin with a leather paddle.”55
The convict received at least twenty-five or thirty lashes from a guard named John Scott.
Johnson Cowser, a twenty-four year old born in Harris County was employed by Grant,
Alexander & Co. as a guard from July to August in 1869. He had witnessed a convict get
whipped with a leather paddle for not working and disobeying orders.56 J. A. Snipes, a
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twenty-eight year old from Baldwin County witnessed a convict beaten and whipped.
He was whipped with a leather strap. A black convict was whipped, by Daniel S. House,
while lying on the ground. The convict wore no shirt while being struck up to twenty
times on his bare back. He appeared to be a stout and healthy man.57 Snipes saw
prisoners who were sick. They stopped working. He saw them “lying under the bank in
the shade; it was about one hour, or a half hour by the sun.” Snipes asked the guard why
the convicts were lying down; he stated that they complained about being sick.58 Snipes
heard about a convict being shot to death by Elijah C. Ellison, one of Grant’s overseers.59
Convicts complained about overseers and guards disciplining them harshly.
Brookins, a former convict, believed that the convicts were being whipped excessively.
He witnessed a prisoner being whipped with a leather strap fastened to a wooden handle.
The prisoner was whipped on his naked back, “stretched down on the ground” and “face
downward.” He continued, “They got from five to fifteen lashes. They would beg, cry
and halloo.” Brookins further stated that all the prisoners were required to do the same
amount of work. “They were whipped if they failed to do it, until it was found out that
they could not keep up; then they were put into other places, where they were
classified.”60
Whipping convicts, combined with other methods, was the main mode of
punishment under Bullock’s penitentiary system. One observer, W.L. Clay said “the
mode of punishment was water, the lash, bucking and gagging. The lash is a stiff piece
of leather, fastened to a stick, with holes in it; generally inflicted from thirty-five to forty
licks, on the bare rump.”6’ Refusing water was used as a mode of punishment also.
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Bucking and gagging was a method used during the Civil War against enemy
combatants on both sides. But it also involved the punishment of black Americans,
during slavery and convict leasing, by sitting them down on the ground with their knees
to their chest; hands are placed under the knees. A stick is placed under the knees to
immobilize the subject while a cloth is placed in the mouth. The subject is then placed
face first on the ground and then beaten or whipped upon. Subjects were usually stripped
bare naked while being bucked and gagged.62
Hubbard Cureton said that while working for Grant, Alexander & Co. as a
prisoner on the chain-gang, he saw prisoners whipped. In fact, he was whipped himself.
Cureton was whipped with “a piece of leather about as thick as my shoe sole. With holes
in it, about two feet long, with wooden handle, 1 V2 feet long. They had one doubled and
fastened together with brass rivets; another was single. I was whipped with the single
one.” The double strap was “From one-half to one inch; the strap and handle weighed
seven pounds.” Cureton explained that he was whipped because “[t]he boss man, Lee
Wages, said I was not shoveling enough; I told him I was so tired I could not throw dirt
higher.” Wages said come out on this log, and I will see if I cannot make you.” Cureton
recounts that he received about 25 or 30 lashes. They “stripped [me] stark naked, and
whipped [me] from the neck to the knees. I was lying on my belly on the log,” Cureton
explained. His skin “blistered and bursted. My whole back turned black and blue.”63
James Maxwell was sentenced on the chain-gang from Augusta and worked the
Macon & Brunswick Railroad under Grant, Alexander & Co. He was convicted of
simple larceny and was sentenced to 12 months on March 1869. He worked on the
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Macon & Brunswick Railroad for four months. After that he worked on the Macon
& Augusta Railroad for three months and then the Griffin & North Alabama Railroad for
two to three months. Lastly, he worked on the Air-Line Railroad for the remainder of his
sentence. Maxwell was never whipped. However, he saw other prisoners whipped. They
were whipped “for not working when they had become exhausted from heat of the sun,
and fatigue in cuts; for quarrelling and fighting; for complaining of being sick and not
able to work. They were whipped with a buggy-tree and the strap, on the naked skin.”
They were whipped “bucked; would inflict from 25 up to 150 lashes; have counted the
licks on many occasions; have seen overseers throw rocks at them in the cuts and knock
them speechless; have stood behind trees and counted the licks.”64
Guns were used often, by overseers, to punish convicts for their misconduct.
Male convicts were shot for attempting to escape. The overseers were given orders to
shoot if there were no other means to stop them. There were instances when convicts
were killed.65 Elijah Ellison, a former guard for Grant, Alexander & Co. received orders
from the firm in regards to shooting prisoners, “to try every way in my power to stop
them by hailing them, and if they would not stop to shoot.”66 The convicts knew that
they would be shot for escaping because they were told by the lessees and guards,
according to Ellison. He admitted that only once did he shoot a convict and kill him for
attempting to escape. His name was Ned Hightower. Hightower never made previous
attempts of trying to escape and never appeared to be desperate. The killing occurred in
August of 1869. The shooting took place at eleven o’clock. Hightower died fifteen
minutes after being shot. Ellison had only been on the job for one month.67 Grant,
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Alexander & Co. never questioned him about the shooting, but Mr. Cushing, the
Coroner of Baldwin County, summoned a jury for the incident. According to Ellison, he
tried to halt the convict before shooting him. Ned Hightower was a heavy-set stout black
convict and tried his best to run but had some difficulty because he was single shackled.
Once Ellison got a clear shot he pulled the trigger. Hightower’s body dropped to the
ground. Ellison immediately ordered two trusties to carrying the body out of the railroad
cut and placed him in the shade. Ellison then called for the doctor.68
William Grant, a former prisoner, witnessed the killing of Ned Hightower under
the Grant, Alexander & Co. administration. Grant recalled:
Ned Hightower and another man—don’t recollect his name. Ned
Hightower was shot by Elijah Ellison. He wanted water and ran to
the branch, about 200 yards from the work. Ellison halted him and
shot. Hightower asked for water several times. I was working by
his side. He said, if I don’t get water I cannot stay here, as he
started to the branch. There were water carriers, but they were a
long time coming. Ellison halted him twice, but he continued to
run. Ellison shot when he was about fifty-yards off. He was shot
with a musket and hit him in the small of the back. He lingered
awhile. I went after the Doctor. Before I got back he was dead. It
was about fifteen or twenty minutes.69
When asked did he think that Hightower was trying to escape or get water, Granted stated
that he was just trying to get to the water. He was single shackled on his leg. Grant said
that the only person that was called for the Coroner’s investigation was the guard,
Ellison. Grant stated, “Nothing was done with the guard. I saw him on the works every
,70day.
Ellison saw whippings inflicted on convicts using a strap. The handle of the strap
was described as “about sixteen inches long, of heavy wood, and has a piece of leather
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attached to it about sixteen inches long and five or six wide. The strap was simply a
piece of leather, without a handle, about two feet long and three inches wide. It is made
of single leather.” Ellison once witnessed a convict given twenty lashes. Usually the
convict is whipped on his buttock while on his knees or lying down.7’ The convicts were
never tied or bound when given their punishment, according to Ellison. He stated that
there were about seventy-five black convicts working at the “works.” There were only
seven or eight white convicts. Ellison testified that they all were treated alike. When
working as a guard with Printup & Fort on the Rome Railroad he stated that the convicts
there were not well-clothed as they were with Grant, Alexander & Co.72
In a number of cases convicts did not live after they received their punishment
while working in the Georgia railroad camps. One observer, Grant, saw a convict
whipped to death. He could not recall how many licks he received. He was busy at work
and could not count them.
The man went on the bank, told the overseer he was sick.
Overseer ordered him to go to work. He said he was not able. He
then whipped him. Afterwards he ordered the water-carrier to pour
water on him. He died in about five minutes.73
After the prisoner died, Grant helped to carry the body back to the stockade. The
convict’s pants were down and his shirt was up; that is when he saw the marks left on the
body from the whipping. The whipping was done by George DeVaney. Grant never
recalled the prisoner complain about being sick until that morning. The killing took place
in August 1869. The convict was only there a few days.74
Cureton stated that he knew of five prisoners who died immediately after they
were whipped, “Joe Robinson, of Atlanta; Aaron, of LaGrange; Schofield, of LaGrange;
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the other two I did not know. One of them was from Augusta.” Regarding the man
from Richmond County,
He came the day before; the next morning about 10 o’clock he said
he was sick. Captain Potts came along about half past 10, and
asked what was the matter. The guard said that the man was sick.
Captain Potts said, we have medicine for all his kind; then whipped
him. Do not know how many licks he gave him. About fifteen
minutes afterwards he died. I think he whipped him with the
single strap.75
Afterwards “[t]hey sent a man out from the cut to dig a grave, put him in a box, and
buried him.” The coroner did not examine the body. Cureton stated, “[t]hey said that
Captain Potts said he did not know he was so near dead when he whipped him. This
occurred at stockade No. 2, Brunswick Railroad.” They did not send the doctor to check
him out before he died. The water-carrier ran and told Captain Potts that the convict had
died. He died right where he was whipped.
Cureton saw Robinson whipped as well. He described in detail how they prepped
Robinson before they whipped him. “He was put down on his hands and knees, and a
stick put through his arms and legs; then turned over on his face, and they dipped the
straps into salty water; then whipped him on the bare skin until he turned right blue. He
was whipped from the head to the knees. About a half an hour afterwards, they rubbed
spirits turpentine over him and whipped him again.” Cureton was about ten feet from the
scene and had a pretty good view of what took place.76 Captain Potts did the whipping
inside the stockade with prisoners standing around. There was one guard there by the
name of John Sluger. This took place at the No. 2 stockade at Brunswick Railroad. This
whipping happened in the summer of 1869. He was whipped because “Captain Potts said
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he was lazy and would not work.” According to Cureton they whipped everyday
except Saturdays. “I heard Mr. Alexander tell Potts to postpone whipping on Saturday; to
wait until Sunday, and then he would have more time.”
The next day around 10 o’clock on Monday, while the prisoners were at the
works, they heard that Robinson had died. “They sent for a doctor after he was dead to
see what was the cause of death.” He heard people say that the doctor could not
determine the cause of death. The Coroner did not conduct an “inquest” over the body.77
Cureton was sure that the Coroner did not view the body because he was there when they
put the body in the coffin. There was no religious service conducted over his body before
burial. Cureton stated, “There was not; such things were not allowed in the stockade.”
Mr. Alexander prevented church services. “Mr. Alexander; he would let them sing and
carry on anything else, but would not allow any religious exercises. Mr. Alexander
whipped an old man once, on Sunday, who was praying in the stockade; told him he had
rather buy him a set of marbles, than have him there plotting his escape.”78
Cureton was able to also witness Aaron get whipped. He was whipped “[w]ith
the double strap; they took him out on a cross-tie and stripped him stark naked, and tied
him, with hi-shackles, around the cross-tie; took the string he had the shackle tied up to
his waist with, and tied his hands around the cross-tie with it; then stretched him out with
belly down on the cross-tie; then whipped him till he fell off; his hands then broke loose;
then he was whipped all over the privates and any place he could be hit. DeVaney then
said to him, do you think you can go to work?” Cureton said, “[t]he man then said to
DeVaney, I am sick and cannot work. DeVaney said. I’ll make you work, or kill you.
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The man said to DeVaney that he believed he was going to die. He then worked on
until night.”79 He was “[p]icking in the cut. As he was going home at night, he stopped
still and said, ‘Good-bye, boys; I am going to die.’ DeVaney then said, ‘[i]f you want to
die I’ll help you.’ He then whipped him about 10 minutes. Then the man fell. DeVaney
made two of us pick him up. We carried him about ten steps. He jumped out of our
hands, run and fell dead.” He continued, “He ran about 10 or 12 feet. Peter Clay and
myself were carrying him.” There was no inquest over his body. He was put in a coffin
that night and buried early that morning. They buried him near where Robinson was
buried. He died two weeks after Robinson. Aaron’s body was considerably damaged.
“He was badly beaten. His privates were swollen up as large as my fist.” It was believed
that Aaron was 30 at the time of death. “He was a stout, healthy, heavy-muscled man.”
Cureton explained how Aaron fell off of the cross-tie. “He rather slipped from the top of
the tie in the chain and strings. The cross-tie was elevated; was not lying on the
ground.”8°
Cureton went on to describe how Schofield was whipped. He was whipped “with
the strap. He was standing up with his shirt over his head. He was whipped about fifteen
minutes.” Schofield was whipped by Jesse DeVaney. It took him three days to die. “The
man that waited on him told me that he never spoke any more after the following
morning.” Cureton did not believe that an inquest was held on the 18 or 19 year-old
because his body was moved to stockade No. 1. On the same day Cureton saw another
convict die as a result of being whipped. “I saw another convict whipped about 2
o’clock. After that time I saw him carried out in the bushes. About sunset he died. He
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was whipped by a man named Wing.”8’ Cureton did not believe that an inquest was
held over the convict’s body because “he was carried out that night to No. 3.” He
believed that Dr. Griffin was there before the convict died.
In the time Cureton worked on the chain-gang from October to December and
then on the Brunswick Railroad, he not only saw men whipped, but women as well. He
spoke of one woman he saw being whipped in the penitentiary. Her clothes were pulled
over her head,” . . .and the overseer standing on them, with her head between his knees,
and he was whipping her on the naked butt. The overseer’s name was Captain Potts. She
was a chain-gang prisoner from Augusta; cannot call her name—do not know her
name.”82 This all took place on the Macon & Brunswick Railroad under Grant,
Alexander & Co.
Hightower, the former convict and active Ku Klux Klan member, witnessed a
convict get whipped. Hightower was never whipped himself, but saw convicts whipped
“for not doing the same amount of work. They were whipped with a single strap.” They
were whipped for that reason “because the overseer would stand on the bank and count
the shovelfuls of dirt. If he saw me throw two shovelfuls to another man’s one, he would
whip that man.” He further stated that “sometimes [they were whipped] for talking in the
cut, and for fighting with each other.” He saw them whipped on their bare skin, their
butts. “They were on their hands and knees.” They received “from 30 to 50 lashes; have
counted 40 myself.”
There were a number of convicts who spoke of the killing of a convict who was
called “Smoky.” He was about 40 or 50 years old at the time. The description of his
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whipping was a clear example of inhumane treatment under Bullock’s
administration. “Yes; a man by the name of Smoky, as he was called, his right name
being Rainey. He was whipped two or three times a day for about a week. The next week
he died, three or four days after the last whipping. Tom James whipped him. Think he
gave him from 15 to 25 licks each time, with a leather strap. Did not see the man after he
died. He was taken away before he died to No. 1 stockade.” Smoky said that he was
sick. He said that he became blind after sundown. He died in April 1869.83
Richard M. Edmonds was sentenced to the chain-gang. Edmonds knew Mr.
Alexander and worked under him.84 He labored at the Air-Line Railroad and stayed at
the No. 3 stockade. Edmonds was never whipped.85 During his imprisonment, Edmonds
saw four men whipped. They were punished, “for not working enough. Saw, on one
occasion, James [the overseer] stump his toe and get very mad, and immediately
whip[ped] a convict. I believe that was the reason he whipped the convict.” He stated, “I
was better treated than any other trusty. I think I did things others would have been
whipped for.” Edmonds was sentenced “for striking a man who called me a damned
liar.”
When Edmonds recounted how many licks convicts received, he stated “not more
than fifteen, with a strap, generally on the bare skin. Sometimes they would catch them
by the hair and beat them over the clothes.” At times, it appeared that convicts would
soon succumb to death on the spot, other times it would take days before they died.
Killing convicts were used as a preventative method of cost effectiveness. Edmonds
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knew of only one man who died after intentionally being whipped in an effort to stop
feeding and clothing non-productive laborers:
Only one; his name I do not know; he was called Smoky. They
commenced whipping him on the 2d day of the month; seemed to
be whipping at intervals each day up to the 8tI1 J was informed that
he died on the 12th. He was whipped by James; I told James he
was a dying man then, and that he ought to quit whipping him. He
said he wanted to kill him; that he was no account, and Grant,
Alexander & Co. could not afford to feed him for nothing. He had
a chronic running off of the bowels, and smelt very badly—so
much so that I could not work next to him; have seen the water-
carrier refuse to carry him water because he smelt so bad. I also
spoke to Alexander about it; he said it was not by his orders.86
Edmonds further described the incident surrounding the death of Smoky:
On one occasion, Smoky and myself were sent to work under a
new guard, whose name was Chambers. I told him that Smoky
was about to die, and was not able to work, and he said, ‘Smoky,
go and lie down and rest; they shall not kill you if I can help it.’
He lay down. Very soon James came along and kicked him, and
said, ‘You damned rascal, what are you doing here?’ Smoky got
up; then he knocked him down. Smoky became blind about sunset
every day, and had to be assisted to the stockade every night.
After that Chambers quit; said it was too cruel for him to witness;
that he would not stand guard over a man that was so cruelly
treated; said he thought any man would go to hell for inflicting
such punishment. Smoky was a colored man.87
Edmonds was questioned, “Did you hear James say anything in relation to the treatment
of old and feeble prisoners?” Edmonds said, “Yes, he said they had been worked down
by Printup & Co., on the Rome Railroad; that Smoky was one of them; that he did not
intend to send many to the hospital, and those would not be likely to get away; that Grant,
Alexander & Co. could not afford to be feeding a set of damned sick negroes.” Smoky
was about thirty-five years old. He was from either Mitchell or Schley County. Smoky
was sentenced in 1866 and had about nine months left to serve. Edmonds continued, “I
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heard James say he intended to kill a convict named Tom, from Augusta, who was a
very weakly boy. He had been whipping him from 3 to 5 times a day before I left
there.”88
Because of all the convict beatings and whippings there was an affidavit
submitted that led to the investigation of Grant, Alexander & Co. John Christopher, a
captain of the 18thi United States Infantry, who at the time was stationed in Atlanta at the
McPherson Barracks, knew Mr. Grant and Mr. Alexander. An affidavit from a
discharged convict was brought to his attention. It was an account of the deaths of two
prisoners from Richmond County, under the care of Grant, Alexander & Co. The
affidavit was given to a man named Davis, in Augusta. Davis sent it to General 0. 0.
1-Toward requesting that it be investigated. The matter involved allegations of “general
inhuman treatment” and that “distinctions were made by the magistrate of Richmond
County between the races, in regard to the preliminary examinations for them; that a
colored man had heavy fines and long imprisonments imposed on the chain-gang; that the
white man had lighter fines, and, as a general rule, short terms in the county jail.” The
captain further stated that Jones, the discharged prisoner who initiated the inquiry,
[mjade the affidavit and charged Grant, Alexander & Co. with
bringing two men to death with lashes. The affidavit asserted that
one man was bound to a railroad tie and was beat to death, having
received about 450 lashes. This man was not a Richmond county
prisoner. The affidavit also asserted that one of the Richmond
county prisoners had been beaten to death; that he died the second
day after his arrival on the Macon & Brunswick Railroad. He
received about 150 lashes.89
It appeared that Grant’s previous experience dealing with slaves prior to the War was also
used in maintaining the work load of a majority black convict population. Grant’s firm
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was sought after, seemingly, because of his skill in managing blacks as a railroad
contractor and to help Bullock to lay down tracks to improve the state’s treasury and to
foster trade. It appears that Christopher, knowing Grant and Alexander and being privy
to their reputation managing slave labor on Georgia’s railroad, diligently made inquiries
into the matter to get at the truth. Christopher further stated that,
I went to the Ordinary of Richmond county to get a copy of the
contract of Grant, Alexander & Co., got a copy, found that, by the
terms of the contract, the physician of Grant, Alexander & Co. was
required to make monthly reports to the Ordinary of Richmond
county. I did not see but two of those reports, alleging that the
Richmond county prisoner had died from sun-stroke. Remained in
Augusta about three days; came across about half a dozen other
discharged prisoners; had them make affidavits in relation to
treatment of prisoners. They all agreed with the original affidavit
of the man Jones. They, in addition, stated that the prisoners were
required to go out to work at the first break of day, very near dark.
They further stated that it was about dark when they got into the
stockade. They also asserted, in their affidavits, that the prisoners
were half-fed; that some of them went days without medical
attention; they were not properly housed in winter, nor properly
clad. These affidavits also stated that some men had their feet
frost-bitten and lost them by exposure. Then one affidavit related
to the death of Ed Turner, of Milledgeville, charging Grant,
Alexander & Co. with beating him to death, by inflicting five or
six hundred lashes.9°
After further investigation, Christopher made his way to the penitentiary to speak
with the men who had been frost-bitten. He found out that these men worked on the
Rome Railroad Company under another contractor. At this point the affidavits were
varied somewhat as to the facts of some of the cases. For example, “the men who died at
the Macon & Brunswick Railroad had done so from sun-stroke.” From the statements
given Christopher concluded that these men had been whipped continuously every day
until they died “but did not get more than twenty-five or thirty lashes.” The convicts
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were beaten to death because the overseer perceived them to be lazy according to one
man’s statement. The incident involving the convict bound to a cross-tie and whipped to
death was allegedly whipped by DeVaney, according to one of the men’s testimony.9
Another affidavit alleged that the Richmond county prisoner was whipped to
death by Captain Potts. “I requested the prisoners to state whether there was any system
about the whipping and medical attention. They answered that the system of whipping
was left entirely to the overseers, and that there was no medical attendance present. I
asked them if those men who had been whipped had complained to the overseers of being
sick. They answered yes. I asked if they were whipped after making these complaints.
They answered yes.”92
Christopher examined the prisoners on the Macon & Brunswick Railroad located
just outside of Macon. The men there were fed well and fully clothed. These men were
under Grant, Alexander & Co.93 When Christopher visited station No. 3 and examined
the prisoners, their affidavits varied at this point. “Some charged Grant, Alexander & Co.
with inflicting cruel and inhuman punishment on prisoners. As soon as I got hold of a
good witness against Grant, Alexander& Co., they would introduce one to rebut
everything this one had said.”94 Christopher continued, “[w]hile the prisoners that
substantiated the Augusta affidavits stated that Ed Turner, a convict, had been whipped
the night before his death, commencing at 6 o’ clock and lasting with intervals until about
9; that some of the prisoners, who were lying near where this man was whipped, said they
counted 100 licks.”
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Christopher persisted with his inquiry, “I asked what he was whipped for;
they said because they had suspected him of having poisoned a hound. The affidavits
stated that they whipped until he confessed it. They sent him out to work the next
morning with the other hands, after being examined by the doctor and reported to be able
to work; put him into one of the cuts to wheel dirt.” The affidavits further stated that,
“[h]e complained of sickness to the overseer, and would work awhile and then quit; when
he would quit they would take him out on the bank and give him about 40 lashes and set
him back again; he could not work; they would take him out again and give him the same
number of licks.” The prisoner continued, “[t]his lasted until 11 o’clock, when they sent
for the doctor; he pronounced the man able to work, and inflicted about 15 licks on him
himself, and in about half an hour the man died.95
In another death related incident, Christopher talked with a convict who spoke
about a man that was tied to a “cross-tie” and beaten. He found convicts that
substantiated the tying of a man named Aaron to a cross-tie. They stated that he
complained of a “sun pain” to the overseer. Aaron stopped working. The overseer being
upset at his refusal to work took him out and gave him about 150 lashes, and he died
while tied to the log. Christopher found other convicts that substantiated the whipping
and death of the Richmond county man. He had found that all the witnesses for Grant,
Alexander & Co., in the case of Turner, made contradictory statements. Christopher
questioned the surgeon of the firm, and he pronounced the cause of death of the
Richmond county man, and the man Aaron, to be from sunstroke. The physician said that
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he did not see them until several hours after they were dead, after they had been
carried into the stockade. He reported that the cause of Ed Turner’s death was by
poison.96
It was determined, by the doctor, that Turner had taken what was called dog
poison. Christopher’s medical man reasoned that if he had taken the poison, it would
have been visible on the retina of the eye. After the examination was completed by
Christopher’s medical man, Christopher asked him if the symptoms exhibited by the
convict at his death would indicate that he had been poisoned. He said that they would
not. He did not believe the man had been poisoned. He did not believe that the convict
died from sunstroke. Christopher asked him if he could not be disinterred and his
stomach analyzed. He said no. The body was too far decomposed. After examining the
doctor’s documentation, Christopher’s impression was that there were about 16 deaths
that occurred under Grant, Alexander & Co. He deemed the doctor of Grant, Alexander
& Co. entirely unreliable. “Could have put all the medicine he had in a water-bucket.”97
It was Christopher’s assessment that Grant, Alexander & Co. did not have sufficient
medical aid for the prisoners. The lack of medical attention was evidence of gross abuse
they had undergone at Bullock’s state penitentiary. Moreover, black convicts during
Georgia’s Reconstruction period were more dispensable than blacks during slavery. At
the center of it all, blacks provided cheap and reliable labor that helped Georgia rise from
the economic ashes created as a result of the war. Although the enactment of the
Reconstruction Amendments was initiated to legalize equality for blacks, its Thirteenth
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Amendment was manipulated to remand blacks back to slavery only this time
through the justice system.
Summary Section
Sources have conceded that the Georgia Penitentiary system was one of the worst
that existed. The ongoing organizational problems between the lessees and the Principal
Keeper gave entry to the abuse and obfuscation of convict sentences and scheduled
pardons. The mere fact that there were convicts at the penitentiary who were
unaccounted for, made it conducive for inhumane treatment to exist. Overseers, guards,
prisoners and convicts all had varying observations about the conditions of state convicts
during this period. Some, perhaps were true, others may have been created to cover up
any culpability for the whippings, shootings and killings of Georgia’s convicts under the
Bullock administration.
The mere fact that Bullock was privy to Grant, Alexander and Co.’s treatment of
its convicts, his termination of the lease and initiation of a new one provide insight into
what he valued most. His railroad campaign would not slow down, extending hundreds
of miles of track promising to bring trade in and out of Georgia despite the human costs.
Ned Hightower, “Smoky,” “Aaron,” and others became victims of the “Bullock
Machine.” Their bodies were tested in speed and power amidst the hot and humid
Georgia summers. Many could not go on. The judgment of the overseers and guards
reasoned that these men were “lazy” and did not want to work. As a result these men
were beaten and whipped to speed up production. In some cases, they were whipped in
intervals for days before they died. These “free men” were treated worst than those who
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endured antebellum slavery. Some were rationed food and water. They worked from
sun up to sundown. The convicts were not privileged to practice their religion with free
expression. They were refused the opportunity to pray to their God because the overseers
feared a “slave uprising.” However, there were cases of guards quitting because they did
not want to have blood on their hands, literally. They did not want to be responsible for
the senseless deaths. Perhaps in the mind of Bullock, the horrific account of a man’s
hands and feet being tied and bound to a “cross-tie” and him beaten until his groin
became swollen was deemed necessary for the economic engines of capitalism to
succeed. These acts reflected the explicit attitudes and philosophy of black free labor in
the South. This was a different kind of free labor; not the free labor that the Republicans
espoused nationally, but an amalgam of the Northern ideals and principles of free labor
and the South’s disdain and contempt for black Americans.
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I have long since learned that negro slave labor is more reliable and cheaperfor any
business connected with the construction ofa railroad than white.’ —John T. Mimer
Not only was Bullock a dichotomous and divisive political figure in Georgia’s
politics during Reconstruction, but his dubious response toward black Americans was
perplexing at best. For example, Bullock owned seven slaves at the end of the war. He
grew up in Albion, New York a town known for abolitionists and anti-slavery sentiments.
It was not until he moved south, one year before the Civil War, that he joined the
Confederate Army achieving the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and profiting from his links
to slavery. Furthermore, he publicly denounced slavery. He proclaimed that it was time
that America put aside her racial differences and allowed black Americans to enter
society as equals. But privately, he contracted with railroad men to foster interstate trade
using a majority black convict population. Bullock affiliated himself with railroad
entrepreneurs, during Reconstruction, who had a history of managing slaves to complete
their projects.
Bullock defended the “Gilded Age” in Georgia. He explained that this was a
period in history where blacks “progressed materially and educationally.” It was the
opposite, however. During the latter end of the nineteenth century, Bullock, as president
of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, spoke about blacks having “full political rights
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and good educational opportunities and credited the ‘master class’ for that
condition.”2 It is apparent here that Bullock drew a line between the haves and the have
nots. This was quintessential Bullock. His worldview was limited to economic terms
only. Duncan wrote,
Because he [Bullock] stood with his class and still placed
confidence in the gospel of prosperity, Bullock found his voice for
racial equality only when he felt the stings of verbal darts against
his character. He failed to condemn lynching and ignored the fact
that sharecropping, crop lien, and convict lease were slavery
refashioned.3
He had the propensity to lean toward the middle and high classes, always. Bullock
believed that only the intelligent and educated citizenry should participate in voting
during elections.
The electorate should ‘be composed of the more intelligent, thrifty
property holders, white and black. . . The intelligent, well-educated
negro is as capable of exercising the franchise properly as a white
man—much more entitled to it than a whiskey-drinking white
loafer. It would be much better to have fewer voters than we have
now.’4
Bullock “would not jeopardize his social position to fight a battle he could not
win,” Duncan continued. He “always appealed for racial justice, he placed business first
and continued to hope that prosperity would bring change.” Moreover, Bullock during
this period remained silent on the race issue. Even while violence and killings increased
he knew that a segregated society was better than having nothing at all.
The 1895 Cotton States and International Exposition, held in Georgia, succinctly
illustrated this point. Decades after his convict leasing exploits, Bullock was delighted to
hear Booker T. Washington’s “Atlanta Compromise” speech. Bullock was present for
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this historical event, sitting on the stage with Washington. After Bullock introduced
the keynote speaker, Washington took to the podium and shocked his audience as he
spoke, ‘Cast down your bucket where you are.’5 Washington advocated blacks to work
diligently and hard in their current stations in life, mostly agricultural labor, and then
work their way up to equality. Sitting on the stage listening to Washington must have
sent chills up Bullock’s leg. Indeed he also supported the notion that blacks should
acquiesce to mainstream America, be patient and wait. Bullock was so excited to hear
Washington advising black Americans to remain in their current stations in life that he
nearly knocked everyone over to be the first man to shake his hand. Washington writes:
“The first that I remember, after I finished speaking, was that
Governor Bullock rushed across the platform and took me by the
hand, and that others did the same. I received so many and such
hearty congratulations that I found it difficult to get out of the
building,”6
This was contrary to the sentiments that Bullock publicly espoused while as governor
strenuously working towards reseating black legislators. Bullock’s pro-black American
stance was dubious at best. Bullock sought political and economic expediency.
Almost some thirty years prior, Bullock reverberated the same sentiments
regarding blacks and their marginalized status in America. If actions speak louder than
words then Bullock spoke vociferously, expanding Georgia’s convict leasing activities
between 1868-1871 from two-hundred convicts to “farming out” the entire penitentiary
after reports of killings. This system, under Bullock’s leadership, worked a mostly black
convict population from sun up to sun down. In most instances they lacked adequate
food, drink, and clothing. The medical attention that these convicts received was
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atrocious. But, more succinctly, these convicts met death under the threat of working
at “break-neck” speed. The question then becomes, was Rufus Bullock an “entrepreneur
for justice” or a purveyor of racial bigotry cloaked in much-needed public works and
railroad projects to help the state to rise up from the ashes of the Civil War? This was an
innocuous pill to swallow for Georgians, both supporters of radicals and conservatives.
After all, the origins of convict leasing emerged as a temporary fix for a costly
penitentiary system. The war destroyed the physical structures of penitentiaries all
around the South. The governor of Georgia at the time estimated that it would cost one
million dollars to erect a new one. So it was cheaper for states like Georgia to have their
convicts travel from work camp to work camp laboring tirelessly by day and housed in
rolling cages at night.
For Bullock, it was all about the progression of capitalism and big spending at the
expense of freedmen who were in search of true “free labor.” Industrialism quickly
began to trump agrarianism and the faces of foreign immigrants began eagerly competing
for low wages. Although Bullock advocated for black Americans to benefit
economically as well as educationally, it was mere lip service. Duncan dubbed him as an
“Entrepreneur for Equality,” but he initiated no substantive policies regarding the
inclusion of Georgia blacks in labor. Furthermore, as racial violence continued to
terrorize blacks and unfair incarceration methods pervaded the state, Bullock did not
strongly criticize the mistreatment of blacks. “He failed to condemn lynching and
ignored the fact that sharecropping, crop lien, and convict lease were slavery
refashioned,” Duncan wrote. “He did little else.” Disingenuously, he would always cite
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racial harmony, but never placed his social standing or business in jeopardy. “In the
main, he stood silent, remembered the failure of Reconstruction, and knew that even
though society became increasingly divided, segregation was better than exclusion.”7
The harsh treatment of slaves eventually resurfaced in the postwar penitentiaries
in the South. These penitentiaries adopted the same inhumane treatment used by
slaveholders and used it against their low-class convicts. However, during antebellum
Georgia, where the justice system only permitted whites in courts and convicted them to
serve time in the penitentiary system; harsh treatment and slave-like conditions were
virtually non-existent. Immediately after the Civil War, the system overnight changed
from a majority white to a majority black state penitentiary system. The whippings and
corporal punishments attributable to the pre-war plantations were equally present inside
the penitentiary walls. It is difficult to ascertain Governor Bullock’s true stance on the
treatment of a majority black convict populated penitentiary, but at a minimum, he was
indifferent. First and foremost Bullock was a businessman. Perhaps, he viewed these
deaths under his administration as a mere economic cost to a broader goal of lifting
Georgia, fiscally, out of the ashes and rubble of the Civil War. The humanistic value and
moral implications of the treatment of the convicts did not, at best, register as a priority in
the scheme of things.
The broader issue to Bullock’s response towards the application of convict leasing
is why, after one-hundred and forty-five years, does America continue to find it
convenient to exploit for profit mostly poor minorities who found their way into the
criminal justice system? In addition, what is further worthy of examination is the
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criminal justice system’s complicity in strategically enforcing misdemeanor and state
offenses to send minority and poor bodies to prisons for profits. Further investigation will
add to a discourse on the Prison-Industrial Complex and reform that would take a serious
look at decriminalizing drugs in exchange for mental health addiction treatments.
Since ancient times, cheap slave labor had been essential to a productive society.
In Rome, it was needed to run a healthy economy. However, the treatment of slaves has
varied. If one labored in the public sector, you were treated with dignity and could
expect more opportunities to acquire new skills. But, slaves that were owned by private
citizens were treated with disdain and disrespect. The mistreatment shown by private
slave owners were adopted in treating lower class prisoners usually for a substitution for
capital punishment. The harsh conditions they endured were administered while laboring
on public works projects.
When Europeans migrated to America, they also brought along with them their
modes of punishment. While many became indentured servants, as a way to gain entry to
the new country, they were set free after a few years of labor. As the first Africans were
probably indentured servants, laws were gradually created, limiting their social status. At
one point they could own land and then it became illegal. Once, they could address their
grievances in court, years later it became illegal as well. Vagrancy laws were
implemented. Black Americans became chattel slaves sold to the highest bidder. The
modes of punishing slaves were synonymous to methods used in punishing criminals in
Europe centuries before. These were the same methods used in capital punishment cases
which included whippings. Almost instantly blacks in America were linked with crime.
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They were doubly stigmatized for their skin color. Socially, they were perceived
both as slave and criminal. Throughout the antebellum period blacks suffered
egregiously.
The postbellum South would change little. While legal remedies were handed
down as a result of Congressional Reconstruction, the states treated blacks with
increasing disdain because they reminded Southerners that they lost the battle with the
ending of slavery. Ironically, it was the military provisional governor along with Radical
Republicans who inaugurated the convict lease system throughout the South. They
decided to do so as a temporary measure because they lacked the funding to rebuild their
penitentiaries that were destroyed during the war. In an effort to rebuild the states roads
and railroads Republican governors went into agreement with railroad contractors
agreeing to lease convicts for labor in exchange for hefty profits. While Georgia did not
make money from the convict labor itself, it drastically reduced the state’s operational
expenditures to accomplish their goals. However, Bullock personally profited from
convict leasing while serving as governor. He sat as president of the Augusta & Macon
Railroad company, which profited from the labor.
Throughout the infancy of convict leasing, it was the Democratic Party which
relentlessly hurled scathing criticisms against Radical Republicans furthering the
allegations of corruption and fraud. Soon after the collapse of the “radical” governments,
the conservative “redeemers,” were back in the saddle and continued where the
Republicans left off. Many used convict leasing until the late I 9” century. Some
continued convict leasing as late as 1909. The trend ended for varying reasons: bad
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publicity by newspapers chronicling the horrors of convict leasing and the chain
gang. Others argued that it became less profitable. But the legacy of convict leasing
continues today with the Prison-Industrial Complex (PlC) where rehabilitation is no
longer the buzz word of the day. Instead, profit is what fuels it. The reduction of crime
is not the primary goal. The goal is for vendors, contractors, and lobbyists to profit and
exploit the system to their advantage.
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